THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO

REPORT TO THE PLANNING COMMISSION

DATE ISSUED:

J anuary 14, 2016

ATTENTION:

Planning Commission, Agenda of January 21, 2016

SUBJECT:

SANTA BARBARA PLACE RESIDENCES- PROJECT NO. 361595
·PROCESS FOUR

REFERENCE:

Initiation of an Amendment to the Mission Beach Precise Plan and Local
Coastal Program, Report No. PC-12-140 located at:
http://www.sandiego.gov/planningcommission/pdf/pcreports/20 13/pc 13140.pdf

OWNER!
APPLICANT:

REPORT NO. PC-15-104

Santa Barbara Place MB9, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability Company

SUMMARY
Issue: Should the Planning Commission approve an application to demolish an existing
educational structure and to construct twelve (12) residential condominium units on a
0.34 acre site located at 825 Santa Barbara Place in the Mission Beach·Precise Plan and
Local Coastal Program Area?
Staff Recommendation(s):
1.

CERTIFY Master Environmental Impact Report No. 366139/SCH No.
2014081097, and ADOPT the Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program,
and ADOPT the Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations; and

2.

APPROVE Vesting Tentative Map No. 1267874 and Coastal Development
Permit No. 1267875.

Community Planning Group Recommendation: On June 17, 2014, the Mission Beach
Precise Planning Board voted 7-0-1 to recommend denial ofthe Coastal Development
Permit and voted 7-1-0 to recommend denial of the Vesting Tentative Map (Attachment
15).
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Environmental Review: A Master Environmental Impact Report (MEIR) No.
366139/SCH No. 2014081097 has been prepared for the project in accordance with State
of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) guidelines. The Santa Barbara Place
Residences Project No. 361595 and the portions of the MEIR as it relates to the separate
Mission Beach Residences Project No. 366139 were analyzed in a MEIR in compliance
with CEQA Article 11.5, Sections 15175 to 15179.5. A Mitigation, Monitoring and
Reporting Program (MMRP) would be implemented with this project. The applicant has
provided Draft Candidate Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations to allow
the decision maker to adopt the project with significant and unmitigated direct impacts
related to Noise (Construction).
Fiscal Impact Statement: None with this action. All costs associated with the
processing of this project are paid from a deposit account maintained by the applicant.
Code Enforcement Impact: None with this action.
Housing Impact Statement: The 0.34 acre project site is located at 825 Santa Barbara
Place in the R-S Zone of the Mission Beach Planned District within the Mission Beach
Precise Plan and Local Coastal Program Area. The R-S zoning designation allows for
single family dwelling units, duplexes (two dwelling units in a single structure) and
multiple dwelling units (restricted to a maximum of four dwelling units in any single
structure including common wall construction on adjoining lots). The community plan
designates the proposed project site for Residential use at 36 dwelling units per acre
(dulac). The project site could accommodate 12 dwelling units based on the community
plan. The project site is comprised of six legal lots and could accommodate three, four
unit buildings based on the underlying zone.
This project is subject to the requirements ofthe City's Inclusionary Affordable Housing
Regulations (Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 13 of the San Diego Municipal Code), and
the payment of Affordable Housing fees are due at the time of building permit issuance.
BACKGROUND
The project site is located 825 Santa Barbara Place (Attachments 1 and 2), in the R-S Zone of the
Mission Beach Planned District (Attachment 3) within the Mission Beach Precise Plan and Local
Coastal Program Area (Attachment 4), the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone, the Coastal
Overlay Zone (Appealable Area), the Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal and Beach Impact
Areas), the Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, and the Transit Area Overlay Zone. The
R-S zoning designation allows for single family dwelling units, duplexes (two dwelling units in a
single structure) and multiple dwelling units (restricted to a maximum of four dwelling units in
any single structure including common wall construction on adjoining lots). The community plan
designates the proposed project site for Residential use at 36 dwelling units per acre (dulac). The
project site, occupying 0.34 acres, could accommodate 12 dwelling units based on the
community plan. The project site is comprised of six legal lots and could accommodate three,
four unit buildings based on the underlying zone.
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The 0.34-acre project site is comprised of 6 legal lots and was previously developed as the
southern portion of the Mission Beach Elementary School. The elementary school function
ceased in the summer of 1973, when the facility was converted to a special education school
until the early 1980s. Upon closure ofthe site as an educational facility, it was used for
administrative purposes by the San Diego Unified School District (SDUSD) until2013. On
January 22, 2013, the Board of Education for the SDUSD adopted a Resolution declaring the site
as excess land and, after offering it to other public agencies and entities (including the City of
San Diego) with no takers, listed the property for sale and solicited competitive bids. On May 14,
2013, the Board formally selected the Principals ofMB9 Owner, LLC and escrow closed on
December 20,2013. Santa Barbara Place Owner MB9, LLC acquired the site from MB9 Owner,
LLC on February 20, 2014. The site and existing facilities are currently vacant.
The project site has been previously graded and developed with a 4,922 square foot educational
building associated with the Mission Beach Elementary School. The structure was constructed in
1952 and was built in a Modem Contemporary style of standard wood frame construction on a
concrete foundation. The building served as a multi-purpose and kindergarten use. A historical
assessment report was prepared which identified that the building has undergone minor
alteration, and some of the existing wood framed windows were replaced with metal framed
windows. City staffs reviewed the report and have determined that the property and the
associated structure would not be considered historically or architecturally significant in terms of
architectural style, appearance, design, or construction associated with important persons or
events in history. In addition, the property does not meet local designation criteria as an
individually significant resource under any adopted Historical Resources Board Criteria.
The surrounding properties have been previously graded and developed, and the surrounding
neighborhood contains a broad mix of architectural styles comprised predominantly of multifamily residential developments. The vacated Mission Beach Elementary School main campus
site is located directly across the street to the north and is zoned R-S within the Mission Beach
Planned District (MBPD); the community plan designates that site as School use. The properties
to the west, south and east are developed with single family and multi-family residential
structures, which are zoned R-S. The community plan designates these sites as Residential use at
36 dulac.
DISCUSSION
Project Description:

The project proposes the demolition of the 4,922 square foot educational building and
construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as fourplexes on the six legal
lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of
the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three bathrooms. The project incorporates a roofmounted photovoltaic system consisting of solar panels sufficient to generate at least 50-percent
of the project's projected energy consumption, in conformance with the criteria of the
Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. In addition, the project
would contain sustainable building design measures to meet a Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification. Furthermore, the project incorporates many
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sustainable features in accordance with the City's General Plan Conservation Element as
outlined on Sheet 1 on the development plans (Attachment 14).
The project site is not located within or adjacent to the Multiple Species Conservation Program
(MSCP) Multiple Habitat Planning Area (MHP A) and does not contain Environmentally
Sensitive Lands (ESL) as defined in San Diego Municipal Code (SDMC) Section 113.0103. The
project proposes a maximum building height of29 feet 11 inches, which complies with the
regulations of the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone (CHLOZ). The project site is located
approximately 200 feet west of Mission Bay and approximately 480 feet east of the Pacific
Ocean and is not located between the sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. The
project site does not abut the shoreline of Mission Bay or the Pacific Ocean and therefore would
not alter or obstruct public views of these scenic resources from the beaches or boardwalks. The
project site is surrounded by residential development with no identified public viewing area,
vista, view corridor, or otherwise significant public views within the Mission Beach Precise Plan.
The project is not requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from the applicable
regulations, and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design guidelines, and
development standards in effect for this site.
Development of the proposed project requires the following approvals: Process Three Coastal
Development Permit (CDP) for development within the appealable area of the Coastal Overlay
Zone and a Process Four Vesting Tentative Map (VTM) for the creation of 12 condominium
units. Because the project utilizes renewable technologies and qualifies as a Sustainable
Building, the land use approvals have been processed through the Affordable/In-Fill Housing
and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program.
Community Plan Analysis:

The Mission Beach Precise Plan (MBPP) includes the following general recommendations for
new residential development within the community planning area in order to retain its overall
character: density limitation of 36 dwelling units per acre; yards/setbacks that are increased for
structures over two stories; a floor area ratio (FAR) of about 1.0, with variations up to 1.2; a
height limit of 3 5 feet; and a requirement that 20% of the lot area within residential development
should be landscaped. These design recommendations were further refined and implemented in
the form of the Mission Beach Planned Development Ordinance (MBPDO). The MBPDO
provides for more specific design measures based on the MBPP. For example, the MBPDO
specifies a maximum FAR of 1.1, maximum lot coverage of 65%, and a building height
restriction of30 feet above grade (which is in accordance with the CHLOZ).
The character of Mission Beach is defined and maintained by the regulations of the MBPDO,
which govern setbacks, density, bulk, and other development characteristics. Many different lot
sizes can be found throughout Mission Beach, but all properties are regulated by the MBPDO.
Lot sizes of 30 feet by 80 feet are the minimum dimensions required by the MBPDO and there
are no restrictions prohibiting larger lots. Larger lots currently exist throughout Mission Beach,
and the MBPDO does not define any areas within Mission Beach where lots exceeding 30 feet
by 80 feet are specifically prohibited. The MBPDO limits structures to a total of 5,280 square
feet of floor area.
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The proposed 12 unit residential development would develop housing units of varying size
within the prescribed density range for the area. The design of the units invokes a high aesthetic
standard and achieves a LEED Silver Certification which promotes a clean and sustainable
environment. The project is not requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from
the applicable regulations and policy documents, and is consistent with the recommended land
use designation, design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. Therefore,
the development is in conformity with the certified Local Coastal Program land use plan and
complies with all regulations of the certified Implementation Program.
Environmental Analysis:
A Master Environmental Impact Report (MEIR) has been prepared to evaluate the environmental
effects of two individual projects: (1) the Mission Beach Residences Project and (2) the Santa
Barbara Place Residences Project, both at the former Mission Beach Elementary School site
within the Mission Beach Community Planning Area. In addition to evaluating environmental
effects of each project individually, this MEIR also analyzes the combined effects of the
development of both projects.
The Santa Barbara Place Residences project was found to have potentially significant impacts to
Noise, Health and Safety, Historical Resources (Archaeology), Transportation/Circulation and
Parking (Combined Project), and Land Use (Combined Project). A Mitigation, Monitoring, and
Reporting Program (MMRP) would be implemented with the project. However, construction
noise was the only topic identified as being significant and unavoidable for each project
individually and combined.
Written findings have been drafted and submitted, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Sections
15091 and 15093, which identify why the measure is infeasible and provide specific reasons for
rejecting the identified mitigation measure or project alternative. Certification of the Final MEIR
and approval of the project with significant environmental impacts requires the adoption of a
Statement of Overriding Considerations (SOCs). Adoption ofthe SOCs meets the CEQA
requirement for the decision maker to balance the benefits of a proposed project against the
unavoidable environmental risks when deciding whether or not to approve a project.
Project Related Issues:
Community Plan Amendment (CPA) Initiation- On December 12,2013, the Planning
Commission approved the initiation of a General Plan Amendment (GP A), Community Plan
Amendment (CPA) and a Local Coastal Program Amendment (LCPA) to redesignate the site
from 'Institutional & Public and Semi-Public Facilities' in the General Plan to 'Residential' and
from 'School' in the MBPP to 'Residential' use at 36 dulac pursuant to Resolution No. 4576-PC.
The Mission Beach Elementary School sites consisted of three parcels of land addressed as 818
and 825 Santa Barbara Place and are zoned R-S within the MBPD. The 1.88 acre northern
portion, addressed as 818 Santa Barbara Place, consisted of two parcels which contain the main
school buildings. The 0.34 acre southern portion is located south of Santa Barbara Place and is
addressed as 825 Santa Barbara Place. This site contains an educational building that served as a
multi-purpose and kindergarten use.
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After the initiation, staff realized that the 0.34 acre southern portion of the site was already
designated as 'Residential' use at 36 dulac within the community plan (Attachment 4) and that a
CPA was not required for this portion of the property. In addition, the area of this development
would not be included in the population-based park requirement for the northern portion as
originally outlined within GP A, CPA and LCPA Initiation Report No. PC-12-140 (Attachment
6). Therefore, the 0.34 acre site is being developed independently from the northern portion.
Landmark Trees -There are two existing large trees within the 0.34-acre project site that would
be removed. However, neither tree is considered or identified as a significant or landmark tree
within the MBPP or other applicable plarining document. Additional trees and other vegetation
would be introduced to the project site through implementation of the project's landscaping plan.
One of the existing trees is a large ficus tree located along the northern boundary of the project
site would be removed and replaced at the northwestern comer of the project site by a plant of
the same species.
On May 21, 2014, Ron Matranga, ISA Board Certified Master Arborist, Atlas Environmental
Services, Inc., provided a report on the existing large ficus tree (Attachment 7). The arborist ·
determined that, due to the physical structure of the tree and previous method of pruning, the
current state of the existing ficus tree presents a risk of failure. The arborist recommended that
the large ficus tree be removed as part of the project due to safety concerns. The City's Park
Arborist was provided with a copy of the report and conducted an evaluation of the tree, and
concurred with the conclusions outlined in the report.
This existing large ficus tree was nominated by members of the community utilizing Council
Policy 900-19 (Attachment 8) to the City's Community Forest Advisory Board for consideration
to designate the tree as a landmark tree. On September 10,2014, the Board voted 9-0 to
designate the tree as a Heritage Tree. The owner was not informed about the meeting; therefore,
was not present at this meeting. Council Policy 900-19 was established to provide special
policies to protect designated tree resources located in the public rights-of-way, on city-owned
open space, in parks or other publicly owned lands, wherever practical. The policy does apply to
private land restricted by dedicated open space easements. At the option of a property owner, a
tree may be designated on private property for tree inventory purposes and for protection status.
Since the tree is on private property and the owner did not request the tree to be designated, the
vote was determined to be invalid. The Community Forest Advisory Board was advised on the
determination at their October 2014 meeting. Therefore, the City has not designated the tree as a
landmark tree.
Undergrounding- SDMC Section 144.0240(b)(5) allows the subdivider to apply for a waiver
from the requirement to underground the existing overhead utilities within the boundary of the
subdivision or within the abutting public rights-of-way. City staff has determined that the request
for waiver of the requirements to underground privately owned utility systems and services
facilities can be supported as it qualifies under the guidelines of SDMC Section
144.0242(c)(1)(A) and (B) as follows: The conversion involves undergrounding ofutilities that
are already scheduled to occur in the near term as a utility company financed undergrounding
project or as part of the City's utility underground program; and the conversion involves a short
span of overhead facility (less than a full block in length) and would not represent a logical
extension to an underground facility.
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The proposed subdivision shall be undergrounded and the waiver is being requested for the
requirement to underground adjacent utilities serving the surrounding properties within the
abutting public rights-of-way. The City's Undergrounding Master Plan designates the site within
Block 2S2, which has been assigned Capital Improvement Project (CIP) ID No. UU982. On
April14, 2014, the City Council approved the undergrounding project for Block 2S2, which is
currently in the pre-design status and a start of the construction phase has not been determined.
Community Group Recommendation:

On June 17, 2014, the Mission Beach Precise Planning Board voted 7-0-1 to recommend denial
of the CDP and voted 7-1-0 to recommend denial of the VTM.
1) The denial ofthe CDP was based on the following (summarized):
• The 0.34 acre southern portion of the school site is being developed separately from the
1.88 northern portion;
• P ark requirements;
• Objection to the triple-quad-plex development in that it is inconsistent with the
"character" of the community;
• Buildings are over 30 feet high;
• Interior yard setback width;
• Balcony roof extension encroaches in the required front yard setback;
• Trees within the front yard;
• Trash areas location;
• Fencing and gate;
• Roof eaves; and
• Lack of a walkway buffer along Santa Barbara Place.
2) The denial ofthe VTM was based on the following (summarized): Vesting should not be
allowed until final building plans are issued.
Conclusion:

The project meets all applicable regulations and staff finds the project consistent with the
recommended land use, design guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site per
the adopted MBPP and LCP Land Use Plan, MBPDO, SDMC, and the General Plan. In addition,
the proposed development will materially assist in reducing impacts associated with fossil fuel
energy use by utilizing alternative energy resources, self- generation and other renewable
technologies (e.g. photovoltaic) to generate electricity needed by the buildings and its occupants.
Furthermore, the project would contain sustainable building design measures to meet a LEED
Silver certification and incorporates many sustainable features in accordance with the City's
General Plan Conservation Element.
ALTERNATIVES
1.

CERTIFY Master Environmental Impact Report No. 366139/SCH No. 2014081097, and
ADOPT the Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program, and ADOPT the Findings
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and Statement of Overriding Considerations; and APPROVE Vesting Tentative Map No.
1267874 and Coastal Development Permit No. 1267875, with modifications.
2.

DO NOT CERTIFY Master Environmental Impact Report No. 366139/SCH No.
2014081097, and DO NOT ADOPT Mitigation Monitoring, and Reporting Program, and
DO NOT ADOPT the Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations; and DENY
Vesting Tentative Map No. 1267874 and Coastal Development Permit No. 1267875, if
the findings required to approve the project cannot be affirmed.

Respectfully submitted,

Mike Westlake
Assistant Deputy Director
Development Services Department

elopment Project Manager
Dt:velopment Services Department

WESTLAKE/JAP
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Location Map
Aerial Photograph
Zoning Map
Community Plan Land Use Map
Project Data Sheet
GPA, CPA and LCPA Initiation Report No. PC-12-140 (Report Only)
Arborist Report dated May 21, 2014
Council Policy 900-19
Draft CDP Resolution with Findings
Draft CDP Permit with Conditions
Draft VTM Resolution with Findings
Draft VTM Conditions
Draft Environmental Resolution with Findings, Statement of Overriding Considerations,
and MMRP
Development Plans
Community Planning Group Recommendation
Ownership Disclosure Statement

Internal Order No. 24004495
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ATTACHMENT 5

PROJECT DATA SHEET
PROJECT NAME:

Santa Barbara Place Residences- Project No. 361595

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Demolition of an existing educational structure and to construct
twelve (12) residential condominium units on a 0.34 acre site.

COMMUNITY PLAN
AREA:

Mission Beach

DISCRETIONARY
ACTIONS:

Vesting Tentative Map and Coastal Development Permit

COMMUNITY PLAN LAND
USE DESIGNATION:

Residential use at 36 dulac

ZONING INFORMATION:
ZONE:
HEIGHT LIMIT:
LOT SIZE:
FLOOR AREA RATIO:
LOT COVERAGE:
FRONT SETBACK:
SIDE SETBACK:
STREETSIDE SETBACK:
REAR SETBACK:
PARKING:

R-S Zone of the Mission Beach Planned District
30-feet (Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone)
2,400 square feet (and a minimum 30 feet by 80 feet)
1.1
65 percent
15 feet Standard and 45° angle starting at a height of 20 feet
6 feet and 6 feet 6 inches (10 percent ofwidth)
5 feet 7.7 inches (10 percent of width)
No Requirements (abutting an alley)
24 (2 spaces per unit)

ADJACENT PROPERTIES:

LAND USE
DESIGNATION & ZONE

EXISTING LAND USE

NORTH:

School; MBPD R-S

School

SOUTH:

Residential; MBPD R-S

Multi-family residential

EAST:

Residential; MBPD R-S

Multi-family residential (Duplex)

WEST:

Residential; MBPD R-S

Multi-family residential

DEVIATIONS OR
VARIANCES REQUESTED:

None

COMMUNITY PLANNING
GROUP
RECOMMENDATION:

On June 17, 2014, the Mission Beach Precise Planning Board voted
7-0-1 to recommend denial ofthe Coastal Development Permit and
voted 7-1-0 to recommend denial ofthe Vesting Tentative Map.
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THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO

REPORT TO THE PLANNING COMMISSION
DATE ISSUED:

December 3, 2013

ATTENTION:

Planning Commission
Agenda of December 12, 2013

SUBJECT:

Initiation of an Amendment to the Mission Beach Precise Plan and Local
Coastal Plan to redesignate a 2.23 acre property located at 818 and 825
Santa Barbara Place from School to Multifamily Residential at 36
dwelling units per acre. Project No. 345142

OWNERJ
APPLICANT

MB 9 Owner, LLC. See Attachment 1, Ownership Disclosure Statement.

REPORT NO. PC-13-140

SUMMARY
Issue - Should the Planning Commission INITIATE an amendment to the General Plan
and the Mission Beach Precise Plan to re-designate a 2.23 acre site from School to
Multifamily Residential at 36 dwelling units per acre?
Staff Recommendation- INITIATE the plan amendment process.
Community Planning Group Recommendation-The Mission Beach Precise Planning
Group convened on July 16, 2013 and had a failed vote of 5-2-5 (5 abstaining) to select
a concept preference for approval of the proposed redevelopment to the Mission Beach
Elementary School with residential uses. (A simple majority of? positive votes is
required to carry a motion.) At that time the Planning Group asked for park land to be
included in the concept. On November 19, 2013 the Mission Beach Precise Planning
Group heard as an information item the Precise Plan Amendment request. No vote was
taken. (Attachment 2).
Other Recommendation(s)- None.
Environmental Impact - If initiated, the proposed plan amendment and future .
discretionary actions will be subject to environmental review.
Fiscal Impact - Processing costs will be paid by the applicant.
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Code Enforcement Impact- None.
Housing Impact- None with this action.
BACKGROUND
The subject property is a 2.23~acre site located at 818 and 825 Santa Barbara Place in the central
portion of the Mission Beach Precise Planning Area (Attachments 3, Project Location Map, and
4, Aerial Map). The site is located east ofMission Boulevard and between Mission Bay to the
east and the Pacific Ocean to the west.
The propertyis currently developed with an elementary school which was closed in 1973. For
the past 40 years the subject parcels have not been in use as a public school. On January 22, 2013
the San Diego Unified School District Board of Education adopted a Resolution and named the
site as excess land, and subsequently offered it fot sale to other public agencies. The City of San
Diego enquired about the property as potential future park use for the Mission Beach community
but lacked sufficient funds to acquire it. Following this, the parcels were listed for sale and MB 9
Owner, LLC was the highest bidder for the site on May 14,2013.
The land uses surrounding the site are multi~family. The Mission Beach Precise Plan designates
the areas surrounding the site as multi~ family at 36 DU/AC. (Attaclunent 7, Precise Plan Land
Use Map).
The proposed amendment would redesignate the Mission Beach Precise Plan site to multi~family
use at 36 dwelling units per acre, re~establish the traditional grid pattern across the site and
eliminate the School Element from the Precise Plan. The amendment would also include
identification of a population~based park on site and discuss the dedication of the land to the city.
More analysis is needed to develop the long term maintenance options for the park.
On November 19,2013 the Mission Beach Precise Planning Group heard as an information item
the Precise Plan Amendment request. No was vote taken. The discussion included a request for
restoration of alley, sidewalk and block configuration, no Planned Development, adherence to
the existing Planned Development Ordinance and Precise Plan, include park land on site,
possibly preserving one of the currently used school buildings, and also provide a public benefit.
If initiated, staff would concurrently process the Precise Plan and Local Coastal Program
amendment, any subsequent application for development and the implementing permits. There
are currently no other Precise Plan amendments proposed in the Mission Beach Precise Plan area
and the Precise Plan is currently not undergoing an update.
DISCUSSION
The City is one of only a few jurisdictions that require some plan amendments to go through a
preliminary step called an "initiation". An initiation is the first point of consideration by a ·
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decision maker (in most cases it's the Planning Commission, but may be staff or the City
Council). It is a limited decision and is neither an approval nor denial of the plan amendment and
accompanying development proposal. The proposed amendment may result in revisions to the
Precise Plan, but would not necessitate text or mapping changes to the General Plan. A staff
recommendation will be developed once the project has been fully analyzed. The staff
recommendation of approval or denial for the initiation is based :upon compliance with all three
of the initiation criteria contained in the General Plan. The Planning, Neighborhood & Economic
Development Department believes that all the followi:i:J.g initiation criteria could be met.

a) The amendment request appears to be consistent with the goals and policies of the
General Plan and community plan and any community plan specific amendment criteria.
The General Plan discusses several policies regarding residential design. A few of the pertinent
policies are listed below:
1) UD-B.l Recognize that the quality of a neighborhood is linked to the overall quality ofthe
built environment. Projects should not be viewed singularly, but viewed as part of the larger
neighborhood or community plan area in which they are located for design continuity and
compatibility. (Page UD-17)
2) Achieve a mix of housing types within single developments. (UD.B.2, page UD-17)
3) UD-C.8 Retrofit existing large-scale development patterns, such as "superblocks" or "campusstyle" developments, to provide more and improved linkages among uses in the superblock,
neighboring developments, and the public street system. (Page UD-25)The re-designation of the
land from School to Multifamily Residential conforms to many of the goals and policies of the
Mission Beach Precise Plan. Several applicable goals from the Residential Element are as
follows:
a) Promote the development of a variety of housing types and styles in Mission Beach to
provide a greater opportunity for housing that is both affordable and accessible by
everyone.
b) Create safe and pleasant pedestrian linkages between residential neighborhoods and .
commercial areas and community facilities, such as schools, parks and the library.
c) Implement design standards for multi- and single-family development to ensure that
properties reflect the scale and character of the established neighborhood.
d) To the greatest extent pos-sible, maintain or reduce present density standards, traffic
·
patterns and street configurations.
The applicant has shared with staff a few concept drawings that would reinstate the underlying
paper alleys and sidewalks on site that would reconnect the proposed project to the existing
urban fabric in Mission Beach. Staff supports this direction. The most recent concept drawings
have shown approximately one-half parcel, or roughly estimated 1,500 square feet of a pocket
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park. While this is a start at providing population·based park requirements on site, based on the
concept drawing, staff anticipates recommending a 0.35 acre, or 15,250 square feet, of
population·based park land to fulfill the population·based park requirements on site. The
calculations to derive this recommendation are based on SANDAG 2012 Demographic and
Socio Economic Estimates for the Mission Beach Community, and the General Plan standard of
2.8 acres ofpopulation·based park land per one thousand population. The calculation is based on
the proposal of 66 dwelling units multiplied by the SANDAG person·per·household density
factor of 1.88 for Mission Beach, to equal a population of 124 for the proposed project, which
would require 0.35 acres of park land to meet the General Plan standard.
Further analysis will be necessary to fully determine if the proposed amendment is consistent
with the General Plan and Mission Beach Precise Plan. In general, however, it appears that the
amendment and any subsequent project proposal could be consistent with the goals and policies
of the plans. Future analysis would look at how the underlying paper sidewalks and alleys could
be extended across the site for full interface with the community. Any subsequent plan
amendnien:t could incorporate design guidelines to ensure compatibility between existing
structures, new structures and the existing multi·family neighborhood. The site is currently
designated for a School and is surrounded to the east, west, north and south by multi·family at 36
dwelling units per.acre. These goals as well as others in the Mission Beach Precise Plan would
be evaluated and used in staff analysis of the proposed project.

b) The proposed amendment provides additional public benefit to the community as
compared to the existing land use designation, density/intensity range, plan policy or site
design.

In order to meet the initiation criteria related to public benefit, staff recommends that the
proposed amendment include provision of a population-based park on site. Additional public
benefits that should be investigated include a possible park maintenance agreement, and on-site
affordable housing. It is also anticipated that sustainable design featUres will be a part of the
subsequent project. While the community has recreational opportunities as a result of its
location next to Mission Bay and the Pacific Ocean, local community members must share these
regional resources with numerous annual visitors to this ocean community. A neighborhood
pocket park would provide for a gathering place for the Mission Beach residents.
The community plan amendment initiation would consider development of multi-family
residential that is consistent and compatible with the surrounding multi-family residential
development. If initiated, the opportunity for the project to provide a public benefit would be
analyzed.

c) Public facilities appear to be available to serve the proposed increase in dens~ty/intensity,
or their provision will be addressed as a component of the amendment process.
The General Plan establishes standards for population-based park land. Based on the current
population, the Mission Beach community should ideally have approximately .13 acres of park
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land, of which it has none. If the proposed project provided a park on site, the needs of the new
residents would be accommodated.
Library, Fire and Police services are currently in place and are provided by the City of San
Diego. Police services in Mission Beach are provided by the Northern Division located
approximately 18 miles from the site (20 minutes), at 4275 Eastgate Mall. Fire protection
services would be provided by Fire Station 21, located approximately 5 miles from the site (6
minutes), at 750 Grand Avenue. If initiated, any impacts to public fadlities would be analyzed
during review of the proposed amendment to ensure that facility needs generated by this proposal
would be addressed.
GENERAL/COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT REVIEW ISSUES
The followingland use issues have been identified with the initiation request. If initiated, these
issues, as well as others that may be identified through the course of the amendment process, will
be analyzed and evaluated through the General/Community Plan amendment review process. ·
•

Evaluate compatibility between the proposed Precise Plan Amendment, the City's
General Plan and Local Coastal Program.

•

Analyze the comparison of current and proposed land uses for the subject site;

•

Determine the appropriate land use intensity, designation and zone for the site;

•

Evaluate the potential traffic impacts to the proposed project;

•

Evaluate urban design issues within the site with regards to neighborhood interface and
pedestrian access and circulation and the location of comm1,Ulity park land;

•

Evaluate the impacts of architectural design, character on the surrounding·neigborhood;

•

Evaluate impacts on the community and bicycle circulation system to determine if any
circulation improvements would be necessary;

•

Evaluate impacts to housing availability and affordability;

•

Evaluate the impacts to population-based park and open space resources;

•

Evaluate the ability of the project to maintain and/or contribute to the area's
environmental quality;

•

Evaluate the provision of pedestrian amenities and streetscape improvements'associated
with new multi-family residential developll'!-ent;

•

Evaluate the relationship of the site to transit;
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•

Evaluate the ability of the project to provide a public benefit on site;

•

Evaluate the ability of the project to reduce parking ratios in order to encourage transit
ridership and reduce impacts to greenhouse gas emissions;

•

Evaluate the ability of the project to provide sustainable building features through
recycling spent building materials as well as utilization of energy efficient building
components;

•

Evaluate the ability for the project to provide additional recreational amenities as part of
the development proposal;

•

Evaluate the impacts to all public facilities and services.

CONCLUSION
Staff recommends that the amendment process be initiated to study the issues and impacts related
to the proposed land use change :from School to Multifamily Residential at 36 DUlAC with a
population-based neighborhood pocket park on site.
By initiating this community plan amendment, neither the staff nor the Planning Commission is
committed to recommend in favor or denial of the proposed amendment or project.
Respectfully submitted,

·~~
Lesley H egar
·

~~

Deputy Director
Planning, Neighborhoods &
Economic Development Department

Senior Planner
Planning, Neighborhoods &
Economic Development
Department

BRAGADO/HENEGAR/lh
Attachments:
1.
Ownership Disclosure Statement
2.
Mission Beach Precise Planning Group Minutes
3.
Project Location Map
4.
Project Aerial Map
5.
Main site photographs
6.
Mission Beach Precise Plan Land Use Map
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C-588

May

21~

2014

McKellar McGowan
888 Ptospect St., #330
La Jolla, CA 92037
Attn: Jeff Johnson
(858) 353-2397 Phone

Re: Ficus tree at "Old" Mission Beach Elementary School site (825 Santa Barbara Pl., San Diego)
Dear Mr. Johnson,
This report follows my site visit and observations of the above referenced tree yesterday, There is
soon to be new development of the site, and you asked for my opinion regarding the tree and
whether it should be saved as part of anr new development. This report summarizes my
observations and supports my opinion that this tree should not be saved.

The subject tree is a Fii:NJ ntkroanpa (Indian Laurel fig), with si.x separate trunks beginning at 2-3 feer
abot·e ground level. There are at leasr four areas where these trunks meet that present major bark
inclusion. The tree appears to be at least 45 ..55 years old, and has a canopy that is approximately

4S-50' rail and 65'-70' wide. This is at or near full size for this species. The tree is located on d1e
south edge of Sant.'l Barbara Place, approximately half way bettveen :&fission Boulevard and Bayside
Lane. I estimate that 40% of the tree's canopy extends over Santa Barbara Place. There is visual
evidence of past pruning; the tree \vas topped at 12-15' rail several years ago. The tree docs not
appear to have been pruned in the last 3-5 years or more, possibly even since the topping event.

Roll ,\Ja!tw~ga. (./mm!tit{?, Arbon:,-t

Paget o/3

9032 Olive Drive Spring Valley, California 91977 Tel: 6tg.463.1707

Fax: 6t9.463.1961 www.atlastree.com Contractors lic.lt 593660
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C·588
Aft:)' 21, 201+
Mdvllar 1vl.- Gorvr:~ll

888 Prospect St., #330
LA jolla, C4 92037
Attn: frfffohiiJoff
(858) 353-2}97 Phuffe

1be site is known as the "Old Mission Beach Elementary School" location. It is a generally flat site

overall, and is currently the subject of potential redevelopment. There are other trees throughout
the site, but the ~ubject tree is the largest. There 'is discussion of a park being built n~ar the location
of the tree which would invite and receive high levels of human acti"-ity.
The multi trunk arrangement, the included bark, and the topping of the tree arc all problematic
when considering the soundness of the tree's structure. The multiple todom.inant stems all arise
from essentially the same

loc<~tion,

2-J feet above ground leveL Codominant stems are forked stems

nearly rhe same size in diameter, arising from a common juncrion and lacking a nonnal branch
union. They do not possess the desired physiological connection and are considered to be weak
attachments. Codominant stems often contain included bark- bark that becomes embedded in a
crotch (union) between a bmnch and trunk or between codominant sterns- and this further
weakens the connections and makes them even more prone to failure.

The \'isual e\·idencc of topping creates an addirion stntctural concern, as the new limbs that grow
out of the heading cuts made during topping procedures are, at best, more weakly attached than a
limb that develops more normally. Topping is not a reconm1ended pruning practice for many
reasons, including the sprout production from the heading curs, resulting in a potentially hazardous
situation once the sprout;> become L·uge and heavy (\vhich they arc).

In considering the overall sttuctural condition of the subject tree and the three significant issues I\·c
brietly discussed (multiple codominant stems, included bark, topping), it is my .recommendatiOL1 that
this tree nor be retained as part ofany' new de,·elopmcnt. 111e defects I have obsen·ed in this tree
simply present too great a risk for tree failure and impact to people that may be under the tree at
given time in the future.

, Rn11 Matm11._~a. C.(mm!til(g AriJIJriJ·t
Pagel f!i3

~ny
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C-588

i'.-ltg 21,2014
!Vft.Kellar M·· Gmvatr
888 PrOJpe.tSt., #330
l...tl jolk1, C4 92037
.-4ltn: JdfJohn.ron
(858) 353-2397Pholle

If you should have any questions, please feel free to contact me anytime.

Sincerely,

~

Ron Matranga
IS.r\ Board-Certified Master .c\rborist
ISA Tree Risk Assessment Qualified
ASCA Registered Consulting Arborist

RM/rm

Rn11 Alalrmtga. Cinwt!ltl{g Ar!wio·t
Pl{§ 3 ?(3
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Photo to the left is a general overview
of the subject Ficus microcorpa tree,
looking west toward Mission
Boulevard.

Photo to the right is a view of
the lower t runk arrangement of
t he tree . Note the six
codominant stems.

Photo to the left shows the genera l level at
which the subject tree was topped years
ago. These new branches are weakly
attached and prone to failure.

Photo page 1 of 1
C-588, Ron Matranga,
Consulting Arborist
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COUNCIL POLICY
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PUBLIC TREE PROTECTION
SUBJECT:
POLICY NO.:
900-19
EFFECTIVE DATE: June 13, 2005
BACKGROUND:
In 1995 the City of San Diego recognized the value of developing additional regulations for the
community forest when it adopted Resolution No. R-286098 creating the Tree Advisory Board. The
main duties of the Tree Advisory Board include advocating and formulating proactive urban forestry
policies, ordinances and guidelines to promote the planting of more new trees and to protect existing
trees. In 1999 the City Council adopted Municipal Code Sections 26.0501 through 26.0503
additionally charging the Board with providing advice and recommendations directly to the Mayor,
City Council and the City Manager on all policy issues relating to urban forestry.
In 2002, the Tree Advisory Board, now referred to as the Community Forest Advisory Board (CFAB ),
began working with City staff to draft an ordinance or policy that would protect community trees,
specifically ones that have historical value, by allowing for the designation of these trees as heritage
and landmark trees. The draft ordinance or policy also attempted to set guidelines for replacement of
existing public trees and a procedure for saving existing trees.

PURPOSE:
To provide special policies to protect designated tree resources located in the public rights-of-way, on
city-owned open space, in parks or other publicly owned lands, wherever practical. In addition, the
policy will apply to private land restricted by dedicated open space easements. At the option of a
property owner, a tree may be designated on private property for tree inventory purposes and for
protection status. This voluntary action by the private property owner can be specified to carry with
the property in the form of a deed restriction. Nothing in this policy will restrict the removal of any
designated tree if the tree is a threat to public safety after reasonable efforts have been made for
additional care, corrective actions or maintenance to correct these problems.

POLICY:
A. Definition of Tree Protection Categories
A community group, individual citizen, Council Member, Mayor, City Manager or designated city
staff can ask for a tree protection designation under one of the four categories listed below.
1. Landmark Tree
Trees that are unusual or have a very high aesthetic quality. A Landmark tree is unusual due to:
large size obtained for that species; special and intact aesthetic form; unusual shape not normally
seen in most trees; very interesting flowers and/or branching patterns; or being a species of tree
that rarely occurs in the City. The intent of this category is to recognize unusual trees that have
achieved a landmark status and not to apply this category to a broad number of trees.
CP-900-18
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2. Heritage Tree
Trees that are naturally occurring or have been planted, qualify under this category if they are 50
years or older or have a connection to some historic event, building, district or were planted by a
historically significant individual. Specific proof of age may be difficult to ascertain but research
using aerial photographs or estimating based on the age of the adjacent development or the
estimating based on the size of the tree can be adequate for this designation.
3. Parkway Resource Tree
Planted groups of trees in public rights-of-way, public parking lots or trails with a consistent
design theme, are considered to be parkway tree resources when their overall size, health and form
are relatively consistent. A consistent design theme usually requires that more than 50% of the
parcels per block contain the same tree. Groups of different species that provide a consistent
canopy over a portion of a street should be considered as parkway resource trees as well.
4. Preservation Grove
Naturally occurring trees in public right-of-way, open space, designated Environmentally
Sensitive Lands or parkland may be considered Preservation groves. A grove consists of at least
six (6) trees grouped in close proximity (within a one-quarter (V4)-acre area) with trunks closer
together than 100 feet that are of the same species or are very similar in form. The trees shall be
native, naturalized or endemic and surviving without intervention or supplemental watering. Nonnative or naturalized species found within the following areas listed below, would not be eligible
for protection under this Policy, though native trees within these areas may be designated as
Preservation Groves:
a. City-owned designated or dedicated open space containing Multiple Habitat Planning Area
(MHPA) lands or Environmentally Sensitive Lands;
b. City-owned designated or dedicated open space containing other natural areas found to have
sensitive or endangered species, or that can be expected to sustain these species with enhancement
and management efforts; and
c. Privately-owned lands meeting the criteria in a. and b. above that have an open space or
conservation easement placed on them

B. Criteria for Tree Protection Designation
1. All public trees within the City of San Diego that are classified as trees (defined as having a
single trunk or can be trained into distinctive multi-trunks versus branches) and that have a caliper
of at least 8" measured at 4 feet above the ground surface, shall be considered as potentially
qualifying under this tree protection policy. The size of the tree caliper does not guarantee its
qualification under this policy, though it does require that the tree be evaluated for consideration
once nominated. These consideration criteria will require that all trees of this size be added to the
tree removal review process as currently performed by Street Division. This requirement applies
to all areas within the City of San Diego, including redevelopment areas and public parklands.

CP-900-18
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2. As required in other sections of this policy, all tree removal permit requests will be sent to
Community Planning Groups, the Community Forest Advisory Board as well as to the Council
members. Reviewing individuals will have the normal 30-day period to request an extension of
time on the removal if they feel that the tree may qualify according to one of the four categories
listed above. The City Manager's designee, considering any input received from community
group members, the Community Forest Advisory Board, and Council members, will make a
determination on extension requests and if the tree qualifies. If the tree qualifies, the City of San
Diego Urban Forester or Park Arborist will designate the tree as protected.
3. To the extent budgetary resources are available, the appropriate City department will be
required to cross-check this tree with any permits that may call for its removal. Protected tree
resources will either need to be in computer databases, Geographic Information System maps or
other hardcopy maps available to plan checkers in Development Services.
4. The City Urban Forester will assess an appraised value for the tree upon its designation. Up to
a three time multiplier of the assessed value will become the basis for penalty if an individual is
found to be responsible for the tree's illegal removal or damage that results in its death. The
assessed penalties shall be used to fund any replacement trees or other mitigations as deemed
appropriate from the City Attorney's Office and by the City Manager's designee.
5. Community groups will be encouraged to provide a community wide assessment showing
those trees considered important community resources that may or may not qualify for tree
protection status. The Community Forest Advisory Board will be invited to review and comment
on the proposed designation. The Urban Forester, Park Arborist, or City Manager Designee, will
be responsible for reviewing the community recommendations and any comments received from
the Community Forest Advisory Board and either providing administrative approval or rejecting
the proposed designations.

C. Measures Afforded Tree Protection Categories
Special protection offered trees with tree protection status, as designated under Section B include:
1. No permits will be issued for tree removal unless a clear, imminent and significant public
safety hazard exists or if the City Urban Forester, in consideration of any comments received from
the Community Forest Advisory Board, informed by a certified arborist's report and
recommendations, determines that protection may not be the appropriate course and the project
applicant or adjacent owner has agreed to pay 100% of the assessed value of the tree.
2. Tree pruning or root pruning will only occur under the guidance of a licensed arborist, with the
written approval of the City Arborist. This shall not apply to root pruning that is necessary to
protect the water and sewer infrastructure.
3. Extraordinary measures will be taken to avoid excessive pruning, topping or removals related
to line clearance that may be required by the California Public Utilities Commission.
CP-900-18
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4. Regardless of sidewalk damage, no action will be taken that will result in the death of the tree.
Sidewalk relocation or redesign may be considered.
5. Special techniques for extending the life of the tree will include, but not be limited to: limb
supports, root zone protection and other disease control to be administered by the City.
6. Roadway widening requirements will avoid damage to trees where possible. When avoidance
is not possible, tree protection during construction, tree transplanting or tree replacements will be
required.
7. Environmental review of all projects requiring CEQA documentation will consider the
protected status of these trees as a factor in determining potential significant impact to visual
quality and community character resources.
8. When the designated tree is in the city street rights-of-way or on public lands administered by
the city, as a priority, funds will be expended to allow for an annual inspection, pruning or other
corrective actions that may be needed to resolve any particular public safety or sidewalk problem.
9. Trees damaging public or private improvements and utility infrastructure can be removed if
damage cannot be reasonably corrected by trimming, root pruning, or other corrective action or
adjustment, as determined by the City's Urban Forester. All trees so removed require replacement
consistent with existing policies.

D. Penalties for Tree Removal or Damage without a Permit
The following fines shall be assessed to those individuals found to be responsible for removal or
damage of protected public trees without a permit:
1. For protected trees, fines in the amount of300% (or up to the maximum amount allowed
currently under municipal code) of the assessed value of the tree will be levied for anyone found
responsible for intentionally removing trees without permit or causing fatal damage to any tree
found in the public street rights-rights-of-way. The assessed value will be determined by the City
of San Diego Urban Forester.
2. Any individual or company found to have caused the topping, excessive pruning or permanent
disfigurement of protected trees within the public street rights-of-way will be subject to the same
penalty as listed. Topping of trees is illegal under current State of California statutes and results in
trees that are not only aesthetically inferior but are unsafe due to weak trunks and limbs.
All fees, in-lieu fees, permit fees and fines collected under this policy will be deposited into a tree
replacement program administered by the City Urban Forester with review and comments on the
uses of these funds provided by the Community Forest Advisory Board.

CP-900-18
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REFERENCES:
Council Policy 200-5, Effective November 15, 1993
Landscape Regulations, Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 4
Landscape Technical Manual, November 1989

HISTORY:
Adopted by Resolution R-300523 .... 06/13/2005

CP-900-18
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ATTACHMENT 9
PLANNING COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NUMBER R-_ _ _ _ __
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1267875

SANTA BARBARA PLACE RESIDENCES- PROJECT NO. 361595 [MMRP]
WHEREAS, SANTA BARBARA PLACE MB9, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability
Company, Owner and Permittee, filed an application with the City of San Diego for a
Coastal Development Permit [CDP] to demolish an existing 4,922 square foot
educational building and to construct three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised
as fourplexes on the six legal lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging from
1,265 to 1,345 square-f-eet--ancl.-aH-0-f-the-unit-s-are-e0mtn'iseel-ctHhree-bedrooms and three
bathrooms, and associated site improvements; (as described in and by reference to the
approved Exhibits "A" and corresponding conditions of approval for the associated
Permit No. 1267875), on portions of a 0.34 acre parcel of land;
WHEREAS, the project site is located at 825 Santa Barbara Place in the R-S Zone ofthe
Mission Beach Planned District within the Mission Beach Precise Plan and Local Coastal
Program Area, the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone, the Coastal Overlay Zone
(Appealable Area), the Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal and Beach Impact Areas),
the Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, and the Transit Area Overlay Zone;
WHEREAS, the property is legally described as: Lots D, E, F, G, H, and I in Block 107
of Mission Beach, in the City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California,
according to Map thereofNo. 1651, filed in the Office ofthe County Recorder of San
Diego County, December 14, 1914;
WHEREAS, on
, the Planning Commission of the City of San Diego
considered Coastal Development Permit No. 1267875 pursuant to the Land Development
Code of the City of San Diego; NOW, THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED by the Planning Commission of the City of San Diego as follows:
That the Planning Commission adopts the following written Findings, dated

I.

Coastal Development Permit - Section 126.0708(a)
1.
The proposed coastal development will not encroach upon any
existing physical accessway that is legally used by the public or any proposed
public accessway identified in a Local Coastal Program land use plan; and
the proposed coastal development will enhance and protect public views to
and along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas as specified in the Local
Coastal Program land use plan; and
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The 0.34 acre project site is located at 825 Santa Barbara Place in the R-S Zone of
the Mission Beach Planned District (MBPD) within the Mission Beach Precise
Plan (MBPP) and Local Coastal Program (LCP) area. The project proposes the
demolition of the 4,922 square foot educational building and the construction of
three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as fourplexes on the six legal
lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging from 1,265 to 1,345 square
feet and all of the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three bathrooms.
The project incorporates a roof-mounted photovoltaic system consisting of solar
panels sufficient to generate at least 50-percent of the project's projected energy
consumption, in conformance with the criteria of the Affordable/In-Fill Housing
and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. In addition, the project would
contain sustainable building design measures to meet a Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification and sustainability measures. In
addition, the project incorporates many sustainable features in accordance with
the City's General Plan Conservation Element.
The project site is located approximately 200 feet west of Mission Bay and
approximately 480 feet east of the Pacific Ocean, and is not located between the
sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. The project site does not abut
the shoreline of Mission Bay or the Pacific Ocean and therefore would not alter or
obstruct public views of these scenic resources. The project site is surrounded by
residential development with no identified public viewing area, vista, view
corridor, or otherwise significant public views within the Mission Beach Precise
Plan.
The project proposes a maximum building height of29 feet 11 inches, so the
building and any projections will not exceed the maximum 30 foot height limit
allowed by the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone (CHLOZ). The project is
not requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from the applicable
regulations and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design
guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. Therefore, the
development has been designed to meet the development regulations of the
underlying zone and protect any public views to and along the ocean and other
scenic coastal areas as specified in the LCP land use plan.

2.
The proposed coastal development will not adversely affect
environmentally sensitive lands; and
The project proposes the demolition of the 4,922 square foot educational building
and the construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as
fourplexes on the six legal lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging
from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of the units are comprised of three
bedrooms and three bathrooms. The project site is located approximately 200 feet
west of Mission Bay and approximately 480 feet east of the Pacific Ocean, and is
not located between the sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. The
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project site is located above the 100-year floodplain and is not located within or
adjacent to the Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP) Multiple Habitat
Planning Area (MHPA). The site does not contain any Environmentally Sensitive
Lands (ESL) as defined in San Diego Municipal Code (SDMC) Section 113.0103.
A Master Environmental Impact Report (MEIR) No. 366139/SCH No.
2014081 097 has been prepared for the project in accordance with State of
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) guidelines. The project was found
to have potential significant impacts to Noise, Health and Safety, Historical
Resources (Archaeology), Transportation/Circulation and Parking (Combined
Project), and Land Use (Combined Project). A Mitigation, Monitoring and
Reporting Program (MMRP) would be implemented with this project. However,
construction noise was the only topic identified as being significant and
unavoidable for each project individually and combined. The applicant has
provided Draft Candidate Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations to
allow the decision maker to adopt the project with significant and unmitigated
direct impacts related to Noise (Construction). Therefore, the proposed coastal
development would not adversely affect ESL.

3.
The proposed coastal development is in conformity with the certified
Local Coastal Program land use plan and complies with all regulations of the
certified Implementation Program; and
The project site is located at 825 Santa Barbara Place in the R-S Zone of the
MBPD within the MBPP and LCP area. The R-S zoning designation allows for
single family dwelling units, duplexes (two dwelling units in a single structure)
and multiple dwelling units (restricted to a maX.imum of four dwelling units in any
single structure including common wall construction on adjoining lots). The
community plan designates the proposed project site for Residential use at 36
dwelling units per acre (dulac). The project site, occupying 0.34 acres, could
accommodate 12 dwelling units based on the community plan. The project site is
comprised of six legal lots and could accommodate three, four unit buildings
based on the underlying zone.
The project proposes the demolition of the 4,922 square foot educational building
and the construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as
fourplexes on the six legal lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging
from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all ofthe units are comprised of three
bedrooms and three bathrooms. The project site is located approximately 200 feet
west of Mission Bay and approximately 480 feet east of the Pacific Ocean, and is
not located between the sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. The
project site does not abut the shoreline of Mission Bay or the Pacific Ocean and
therefore would not alter or obstruct public views of these scenic resources. The
project site is surrounded by residential development with no identified public
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viewing area, vista, view corridor, or otherwise significant public views within the
MBPP.
The project proposes a maximum building height of 29 feet 11 inches, so the
building and any projections will not exceed the maximum 30 foot height limit
allowed by the CHLOZ. The project is not requesting nor does it require any
deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and is consistent with the
recommended land use designation, design guidelines, and development standards
in effect for this site. Therefore, the development is in conformity with the
certified LCP land use plan and complies with all regulations of the certified
Implementation Program.

4.
For every Coastal Development Permit issued for any coastal
development between the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of
any body of water located within the Coastal Overlay Zone the coastal
development is in conformity with the public access and public recreation
policies of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act.
The 0.34 acre project site is located at 825 Santa Barbara Place. The project site is
located approximately 200 feet west of Mission Bay and approximately 480 feet
east of the Pacific Ocean, and is not located between the sea and the first public
roadway paralleling the sea. Therefore, the proposed development does not have
to comply with the public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the
California Coastal Act.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, based on the findings hereinbefore adopted by the
Planning Commission, Coastal Development Permit No. 1267875 is hereby GRANTED
by the Planning Commission to the referenced Owner/Permittee, in the form, exhibits,
terms and conditions as set forth in Permit No. 1267875, a copy of which is attached
hereto and made a part hereof.

Jeffrey A. Peterson
Development Project Manager
Development Services
Adopted on: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Internal Order No. 24004495
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY
CITY OF SAN DIEGO
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
PERMIT INTAKE, MAIL STATION 501

WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PERMIT CLERK
MAIL STATION 501

SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE

INTERNAL ORDER NUMBER: 24004495
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 1267875

SANTA BARBARA PLACE RESIDENCES- PROJECT NO. 361595 [MMRP]
PLANNING COMMISSION
.
This Coastal Development Permit No. 1267875 is granted by the Planning Commission of the
City of San Diego to SANTA BARBARA PLACE MB9, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability
Company, Owner and Permittee, pursuant to San Diego Municipal Code [SDMC] Section
126.0708. The 0.34-acre site is located at 825 Santa Barbara Place in the R-S Zone of the
Mission Beach Planned District within the Mission Beach Precise Plan and Local Coastal
Program Area, the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone, the Coastal Overlay Zone
(Appealable Area), the Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal and Beach Impact Areas), the
Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, and the Transit Area Overlay Zone. The project site
is legally described as: Lots D, E, F, G, H, and I in Block 107 of Mission Beach, in the City of
San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map thereofNo. 1651, filed
in the Office ofthe County Recorder of San Diego County, December 14, 1914;
Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit, permission is granted to
Owner/Permittee to demolish an existing educational structure and to construct three (3) threestory residential buildings with a total of 12 residential units, and associated improvements;
described and identified by size, dimension, quantity, type, and location on the approved exhibits
[Exhibit "A"] dated
, on file in the Development Services Department.
The project shall include:
a. Demolition of the 4,922 square foot educational building and construction ofthree (3)
three-story residential buildings comprised as fourplexes on the six legal lots. The
project proposes a total of 12 unit~ ranging from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of
the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three bathrooms, and associated site
improvements;
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b. A roof-mounted photovoltaic system consisting of solar panels sufficient to generate at
least 50-percent of the project's projected energy consumption, in conformance with
the criteria of the Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite
Program. In addition, the project would contain sustainable building design measures to
meet a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification;
c. Landscaping (planting, irrigation and landscape related improvements);
d. Off-street parking; and
e. Public and private accessory improvements determined by the Development Services
Department to be consistent with the land use and development standards for this site in
accordance with the adopted community plan, the California Environmental Quality
Act [CEQA] and the CEQA Guidelines, the City Engineer's requirements, zoning
regulations, conditions of this Permit, and any other applicable regulations of the
SDMC.
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS:

1.
This permit must be utilized within thirty-six (36) months after the date on which all rights
of appeal have expired. If this permit is not utilized in accordance with Chapter 12, Article 6,
Division 1 of the SDMC within the 36 month period, this permit shall be void unless an
Extension of Time has been granted. Any such Extension of Time must meet all SDMC
requirements and applicable guidelines in effect at the time the extension is considered by the
appropriate decision maker. This permit must be utilized b y - - - - - - - - - 2.
This Coastal Development Permit shall become effective on the eleventh working day
following receipt by the California Coastal Commission of the Notice of Final Action, or
following all appeals.
3.
No permit for the construction, occupancy, or operation of any facility or improvement
described herein shall be granted, nor shall any activity authorized by this Permit be conducted
on the premises until:
a.

The Owner/Permittee signs and returns the Permit to the Development Services
Department; and

b.

The Permit is recorded in the Office of the San Diego County Recorder.

4.
While this Permit is in effect, the subject property shall be used only for the purposes and
under the terms and conditions set forth in this Permit unless otherwise authorized by the
appropriate City decision maker.
5.
This Permit is a covenant running with the subject property and all of the requirements and
conditions of this Permit and related documents shall be binding upon the Owner/Permittee and
any successor(s) in interest.
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6.
The continued use of this Permit shall be subject to the regulations of this and any other
applicable governmental agency.
,
7.
Issuance ofthis Permit by the City of San Diego does not authorize the Owner/Permittee
for this Permit to violate any Federal, State or City laws, ordinances, regulations or policies
including, but not limited to, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 [ESA] and any amendments
thereto (16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq.).
8.
The Owner/Permittee shall secure all necessary building permits. The Owner/Permittee is
informed that to secure these permits, substantial building modifications and site improvements
may be required to comply with applicable building, fire, mechanical, and plumbing codes, and
State and Federal disability access laws.
9.
Construction plans shall be in substantial conformity to Exhibit "A." Changes,
modifications, or alterations to the construction plans are prohibited unless appropriate
application(s) or amendment(s) to this Permit have been granted.
10. All of the conditions contained in this Permit have been considered and were determinednecessary to make the findings required for approval of this Permit. The Permit holder is
required to comply with each and every condition in order to maintain the entitlements that are
granted by this Permit.
If any condition of this Permit, on a legal challenge by the Owner/Permittee of this Permit, is
found or held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable, or unreasonable,
this Permit shall be void. However, in such an event, the Owner/Permittee shall have the right,
by paying applicable processing fees, to bring a request for a new permit without the "invalid"
conditions(s) back to the discretionary body which approved the Permit for a determination by
that body as to whether all of the findings necessary for the issuance of the proposed permit can
still be made in the absence of the "invalid" condition(s). Such hearing shall be a hearing de
novo, and the discretionary body shall have the absolute right to approve, disapprove, or modify
the proposed permit and the condition(s) contained therein.
11. The Owner/Permittee shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City, its agents,
officers, and employees from any and all claims, actions, proceedings, damages, judgments, or
costs, including attorney's fees, against the City or its agents, officers, or employees, relating to
the issuance of this permit including, but not limited to, any action to attack, set aside, void,
challenge, or annul this development approval and any environmental document or decision.
The City will promptly notify Owner/Permittee of any claim, action, or proceeding and, if the
City should fail to cooperate fully in the defense, the Owner/Permittee shall not thereafter be
responsible to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City or its agents, officers, and
employees. The City may elect to conduct its own defense, participate in its own defense, or
obtain independent legal counsel in defense of any claim related to this indemnification. In the
event ofsuch election, Owner/Permittee shall pay all of the costs related thereto, including
without limitation reasonable attorney's fees and costs. In the event of a disagreement between
the City and Owner/Permittee regarding litigation issues, the City shall have the authority to
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control the litigation and make litigation related decisions, including, but not limited to,
settlement or other disposition of the matter. However, the Owner/Permittee shall not be required
to pay or perform any settlement unless such settlement is approved by Owner/Permittee.
ENVIRONMENTAL/MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS:

12. Mitigation requirements in the Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program [MMRP]
shall apply to this Permit. These MMRP conditions are hereby incorporated into this Permit by
reference.
13. The mitigation measures specified in the MMRP and outlined in Master Environmental
Impact Report (MEIR) No. 366139/SCH No. 2014081097_. shall be noted on the construction
plans and specifications under the heading ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION
REQUIREMENTS.
14. The Owner/Permittee shall comply with the MMRP as specified in Master Environmental
Impact Report (MEIR) No. 366139/SCH No. 2014081097, to the satisfaction of the
Development Services Department and the City Engineer. Prior to issuance of any construction
permit, all conditions ofthe MMRP shall be adhered to, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer.
All mitigation measures described in the MMRP shall be implemented for the following issue
areas:
Noise
Health and Safety
Historical Resources (Archaeology)
Transportation/Circulation and Parking (Combined Project)
Land Use (Combined Project)
AFFORDABLE HOUSING REQUIREMENTS:

15. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall comply with the
affordable housing requirements of the City's Inclusionary Affordable Housing Regulations
(SDMC § 142.1301 et seq.).
GEOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:

16. The Owner/Permittee shall submit a geotechnical investigation report or update letter that
specifically addresses the proposed construction plans. The geotechnical investigation report or
update letter shall be reviewed for adequacy by the Geology Section of Development Services
prior to the issuance of any construction permit.
ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS:

17. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit
and bond the replacement of the existing curb with City standard curb and gutter, along the
project frontage on Mission Boulevard, satisfactory to the City Engineer.
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18. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit
and bond the replacement of the existing sidewalk with the same scoring pattern as the City
standard sidewalk, along the project frontage on Mission Boulevard, satisfactory to the City
Engineer.
19. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit
and bond the replacement of the existing curb ramp with City standard curb ramp with truncated
domes, located on the south side of the alley entrance on Mission Boulevard adjacent to the
project site, satisfactory to the City Engineer.
20. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit
and bond the replacement of the damaged alley apron with City standard alley apron, at the alley
entrance on Mission Boulevard, satisfactory to the City Engineer.
21. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit
and bond the replacement of the existing alley with a 16-foot wide City standard alley along the
project frontage, satisfactory to the City Engineer.
22. Prior to the issuance of any building permit, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit
and bond the replacement of Santa Barbara Place with 24-foot wide concrete pavement along the
project frontage, satisfactory to the City Engineer.
23. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall enter into a
Maintenance Agreement for the ongoing permanent Best Management Practice (BMP)
maintenance, satisfactory to the City Engineer.
24. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall incorporate any
construction BMPs necessary to comply with Chapter 14, Article 2, Division 1 (Grading
Regulations) of the Municipal Code, into the construction plans or specifications.
25. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall submit a Water
Pollution Control Plan (WPCP). The WPCP shall be prepared in accordance with the guidelines
in Appendix E of the City's Storm Water Standards.
26. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the Owner/Permittee shall submit a
Technical Report that will be subject to final review and approval by the City Engineer, based on
the Storm Water Standards in effect at the time of the construction permit issuance.
27. Prior to the issuance of any foundation inspection, the Owner/Permittee shall submit an
building pad certification signed by a Registered Civil Engineer or a Licensed Land Surveyor,
certifying the pad elevation based on USGS datum is consistent with Exhibit "A," satisfactory to
the City Engineer.
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LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS:

28. Prior to issuance of construction permits for buildings, the Owner/Permittee shall submit
complete landscape and irrigation construction documents consistent with the Mission Beach
Planned District Ordinance [LDC 1513.0402] and the Land Development Manual, Landscape
Standards to the Development Services Department for approval. The construction documents
shall be in substantial conformance with Exhibit "A," Landscape Development Plan, on file in
the Office of the Development Services Department.
29. Prior to issuance of any engineering permits for right-of-way improvements, the
Owner/Permittee shall submit complete landscape construction documents for right-of-way
improvements to the Development Services Department for approval. Improvement plans shall
show, label, and dimension a 40 square-foot area around each tree which is unencumbered by
utilities. Driveways, utilities, drains, water and sewer laterals shall be designed so as not to
prohibit the placement of street trees.
30. The Owner/Permittee shall be responsible for the maintenance of all landscape
improvements shown on the approved plans, including in the right-of-way, consistent with the
Landscape Standards unless long-term maintenance of said landscaping will be the responsibility
of a Landscape Maintenance District or other approved entity. All required landscape shall be
maintained in a disease, weed and litter free condition at all times. Severe pruning or "topping"
of trees is not permitted unless specifically noted in this Permit.
31. If any required landscape (including existing or new plantings, hardscape, landscape
features, etc.) indicated on the approved construction document plans is damaged or removed
during demolition or construction, the Owner/Permittee shall repair and/or replace it in kind and
equivalent size per the approved documents to the satisfaction of the Development Services
Department within 30 days of damage.
PLANNING/DESIGN REQUIREMENTS:

32. Prior to the issuance of building permits, construction documents shall fully illustrate the
incorporation of a roof-mounted photovoltaic system consisting of solar panels sufficient to
generate at least 50 percent of the project's projected energy consumption.
33. Prior to issuance of building permits, the construction documents shall note all criteria
included in the design and construction of the project to meet a Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) Silver Certification.
34. A topographical survey conforming to the provisions ofthe SDMC may be required if it is
determined, during construction, that there may be a conflict between the building(s) under
construction and a condition of this Permit or a regulation of the underlying zone. The cost of
any such survey shall be borne by the Owner/Permittee.
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35. All signs associated with this development shall be consistent with sign criteria established
by either the approved Exhibit "A" or City-wide sign regulations.
36. The Owner/Permittee shall post a copy of each approved discretionary Permit or Tentative
Map in its sales office for consideration by each prospective buyer.
37. All private outdoor lighting shall be shaded and adjusted to fall on the same premises
where such lights are located and in accordance with the applicable regulations in the SDMC.
TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS:

38. Owner/Permittee shall maintain a minimum of24 off-street parking spaces (two-tandem
garaged parking spaces per unit) permanently maintained on the property within the approximate
location shown on the project's Exhibit "A." All on-site parking stalls and aisle widths shall be in
compliance with requirements of the City's Land Development Code and shall not be converted
and/or utilized for any other purpose, unless otherwise authorized in writing authorized by the
appropriate City decision maker in accordance with the SDMC.
39. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the construction documents shall fully
illustrate a 10 foot x 10 foot visibility triangle area at the northeast comer of the intersection of
Mission Boulevard and the alley along the property line. No obstacles higher than 36 inches shall
be located within this area (e.g. landscape, hardscape, walls, columns, signs, shrubs etc.).
40.. Prior to the issuance of any construction permit, the construction documents shall fully
illustrate a 20 foot x 20 foot visibility triangle area at the southeast comer of the intersection of
Mission Boulevard and Santa Barbara Place along the property line per LDC Section 113 .0273.
No obstacles higher than 36 inches shall be located within this area (e.g. landscape, hardscape,
walls, columns, signs, shrubs etc.).
PUBLIC UTILITIES DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENTS:

41. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall assure, by permit
and bond, the design and construction of new public water and sewer service(s) outside of any
driveway or drive aisle and the abandonment of any existing unused water and sewer services
within the right-of-way adjacent to the project site, in a manner satisfactory to the Public Utilities
Director, the City Engineer.
42. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Owner/Permittee shall apply for a
plumbing permit for the installation of appropriate private back flow prevention device(s)
[BFPDs], on each water service (domestic, fire and irrigation), in a manner satisfactory to the
Public Utilities Director and the City Engineer. BFPDs shall be located above ground on private
property, in line with the service and immediately adjacent to the right-of-way.
43. No trees or shrubs exceeding three feet in height at maturity shall be installed within ten
feet of any sewer facilities and five feet of any water facilities.
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44. Prior to the issuance of any certificates of occupancy, all public water and sewer facilities
sufficient to support the subject units shall be complete and operational in a manner satisfactory
to the Public Utilities Director and the City Engineer.
45. The Owner/Permittee shall design and construct all proposed public water facilities in
accordance with established criteria in the current edition of the City of San Diego Water and
Sewer Facility Design Guidelines and City regulations, standards and practices.
INFORMATION ONLY:

• Any party, on whom fees, dedications, reservations, or other exactions have been imposed
as conditions of approval of this Permit, may protest the imposition within ninety days of
the approval of this development permit by filing a written protest with the City Clerk
pursuant to California Government Code-section 66020.
• This development may be subject to impact fees at the time of construction permit
issuance.
APPROVED by the Planning Commission of the City of San Diego on _ _ _ _ _ __,
pursuant to Resolution No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Permit Type/PTS Approval No.: CDP No. 1267875
Date of Approval: _ _ _ _ _ __
AUTHENTICATED BY THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
DEPARTMENT

Jeffrey A. Peterson
Development Project Manager
NOTE: Notary acknowledgment
must be attached per Civil Code
Section 1189 et seq.

The undersigned Owner/Permittee, by execution hereof, agrees to each and every condition of
this Permit and promises to perform each and every obligation of Owner/Permittee hereunder.

SANTA BARBARA PLACE MB9, LLC,
a Delaware Limited Liability Company
Owner/Permittee

By _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Name:
Title:

NOTE: Notary acknowledgments
must be attached per Civil Code
section 1189 et seq.
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PLANNING COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NUMBER _ _ _ _ __
VESTING TENTATIVE MAP NO. 1267874; SANTA BARBARA
PLACE RESIDENCES- PROJECT NO. 361595 [MMRP]
WHEREAS, SANTA BARBARA PLACE MB9, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability
Company, Subdivider, and LEPPERT ENGINEERING CORPORATION, Engineer, submitted
an application to the City of San Diego for a vesting tentative map (Vesting Tentative Map
No. 1267874) and to waive the requirement to underground existing offsite overhead utilities for
the Santa Barbara Place Residences project. The project site is located at 825 Santa Barbara
Place in the R-S Zone of the Mission Beach Planned District within the Mission Beach Precise
Plan and Local Coastal Program Area, the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone, the Coastal
Overlay Zone (Appealable Area), the Parking Impact Overlay Zone (Coastal and Beach Impact
Areas), the Residential Tandem Parking Overlay Zone, and the Transit Area Overlay Zone. The
property is legally described as: Lots D, E, F, G, H, and I in Block 107 of Mission Beach, in the
City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California, according to Map thereofNo. 1651,
filed in the Office of the County Recorder of San Diego County, December 14, 1914; and
WHEREAS, the Map proposes the Subdivision of a 0.34 acre site into 6 lots for a 12 unit
residential condominium development; and
WHEREAS, the project complies with the requirements of a preliminary soils and/or
geological reconnaissance report pursuant to Subdivision Map Act Sections 66490 and 66491(b)(f) and San Diego Municipal Code Section 144.0220; and
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WHEREAS, the subdivision is a condominium project as defined in California Civil
Code Section 4125 and filed pursuant to the Subdivision Map Act. Each lot has 2 units and the
total number of residential condominium dwelling units is 12; and
WHEREAS, the request to waive the undergrounding of existing overhead utilities has
been determined to be appropriate pursuant to San Diego Municipal Code Section 144.0242(c).
The requested underground waiver of the existing overhead facilities qualifies under the
guidelines of San Diego Municipal Code Section 144.0242 "Waiver of the Requirements to
Underground Privately Owned Utility Systems and Services Facilities" in that: The conversion
involves a short span of overhead facility (less than a full block in length) and would not
represent a logical extension to an underground facility, and the conversion involves
under grounding of utilities that are already scheduled to occur in the near term as a utility
company financed undergrounding project or as part of the City's utility underground program;
and
WHEREAS, on _ _ _ _ _ _ _, the Planning Commission of the City of San Diego
considered Vesting Tentative Map No. 1267874, including the waiver of the requirement.to
underground existing offsite overhead utilities, pursuant to San Diego Municipal Code Section(s)
125.0440 and 144.0240, and Subdivision Map Act Section 66428, received for its consideration
written and oral presentations, evidence having been submitted, and testimony having been heard
from all interested parties at the public hearing, and the Planning Commission having fully
considered the matter and being fully advised concerning the same; NOW THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED by the Planning Commission of the City of San Diego, that it adopts
the following findings with respect to Vesting Tentative Map No. 1267874:
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1.
The proposed subdivision and its design or improvements are consistent with
the policies, goals, and objectives of the applicable land use plan.
The project site is located at 825 Santa Barbara Place in the R-S Zone of the Mission
Beach Planned District (MBPD) within the Mission Beach Precise Plan (MBPP) and Local
Coastal Program (LCP) Area. The R-S zoning designation allows for single family dwelling
units, duplexes (two dwelling units in a single structure) and multiple dwelling units (restricted
to a maximum of four dwelling units in any single structure including common wall construction
on adjoining lots). The community plan designates the proposed project site for Residential use
at 36 dwelling units per acre (dulac). The project site, occupying 0.34 acres, could accommodate
12 dwelling units based on the community plan. The project site is comprised of six legal lots
and could accommodate three, four unit buildings based on the underlying zone.
The project proposes the demolition of the 4,922 square foot educational building and the
construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as fourplexes on the six legal
lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of
the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three bathrooms. The project incorporates a roofmounted photovoltaic system consisting of solar panels sufficient to generate at least 50-percent
of the project's projected energy consumption, in conformance with the criteria ofthe
Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. In addition, the project
would contain sustainable building design measures to meet a Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification. Furthermore, the project incorporates many
sustainable features in accordance with the City's General Plan Conservation Element.
The project is not requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from the
applicable regulations and is consistent with the recommended land use designation, design
guidelines, and development standards in effect for this site. Therefore, the proposed 12 unit
residential condominium project would not adversely affect the applicable land use plan.

2.
The proposed subdivision complies with the applicable zoning and
development regulations of the Land Development Code, including any allowable
deviations pursuant to the land development code.
The 0.34 acre project site is located at 825 Santa Barbara Place in the R-S Zone ofthe
MBPD within the MBPP and LCP Area. The project proposes the demolition of the 4,922 square
foot educational building and the construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings
comprised as fourplexes on the six legal lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging
from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three
bathrooms.
The MBPP includes the following general recommendations for new residential
development within the community planning area in order to retain its overall character: density
limitation of 36 dulac; yards/setbacks that are increased for structures over two stories; a floor
area ratio (FAR) of about 1.0, with variations up to 1.2; a height limit of 35 feet; and a
requirement that 20% of the lot area within residential development should be landscaped. These
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design recommendations were further refined and implemented in the form of the Mission Beach
Planned Development Ordinance (MBPDO). The MBPDO provides for more specific design
measures based on the MBPP. For example, the MBPDO specifies a maximum FAR of 1.1,
maximum lot coverage of 65%, and a building height restriction of 30 feet above grade (which is
in accordance with the Coastal Height Limitation Overlay Zone). The project is not requesting
nor does it require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and is consistent
with the recommended land use designation, design guidelines, and development standards in
effect for this site.
San Diego Municipal Code (SDMC) Section 144.0240(b)(5) allows the subdivider to
apply for a waiver from the requirement to underground the existing overhead utilities within the
boundary of the subdivision or within the abutting public rights-of-way. The waiver of the
requirements to underground privately owned utility systems and services facilities qualifies
under the guidelines of SDMC Section 144.0242(c)(1 )(A) and (B) as follows: The conversion
involves undergrounding of utilities that are already scheduled to occur in the near term as a
utility company fmanced undergrounding project or as part of the City's utility underground
program; and the conversion involves a short span of overhead facility (less than a full block in
length) and would not represent a logical extension to an underground facility.
The proposed subdivision shall be undergrounded and the waiver is being requested for
the requirement to underground adjacent utilities serving the surrounding properties within the
abutting public rights-of-way. The City's Undergrounding Master Plan designates the site within
Block 2S2, which has been assigned Capital Improvement Project (CIP) ID No. UU982. On
April14, 2014, the City Council approved the undergrounding project for Block 2S2, which is
currently in the pre-design status and has not started the construction phase. Therefore, the
proposed subdivision complies with the applicable zoning and development regulations of the
Land Development Code (LDC).

3.

The site is physically suitable for the type and density of development.

The project site is located at 825 Santa Barbara Place in the R-S Zone of the MBPD
within the MBPP and LCP Area. The R-S zoning designation allows for single family dwelling
units, duplexes (two dwelling units in a single structure) and multiple dwelling units (restricted
to a maximum of four dwelling units in any single structure including common wall construction
on adjoining lots). The community plan designates the proposed project site for Residential use
at 36 dulac. The project site, occupying 0.34 acres, could accommodate 12 dwelling units based
on the community plan. The project site is comprised of six legal lots and could accommodate
three, four unit buildings based on the underlying zone.
The project site is comprised of 6 legal lots and was previously developed as the southern
portion of the Mission Beach Elementary School. The elementary school function ceased in the
summer of 1973, upon which the facility was converted to a special education school until at
least the early 1980s. Upon closure of the site as an education facility, it was used for
administrative purposes by the San Diego Unified School District (SDUSD) until 2013. The site
and facilities are currently vacant. The surrounding properties have been previously graded and
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developed, and the surrounding neighborhood contains a broad mix of architectural styles and is
comprised of predominantly multi-family residential developments.
The project proposes the demolition ofthe 4,922 square foot educational building and the
construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as fourplexes on the six legal
lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of
the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three bathrooms. The project incorporates a roofmounted photovoltaic system consisting of solar panels sufficient to generate at least 50-percent
of the project's projected energy consumption, in conformance with the criteria of the
Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. In addition, the project
would contain sustainable building design measures to meet a LEED Silver certification and
incorporates many sustainable features in accordance with the City's General Plan Conservation
Element.
The site is not located within or adjacent to the Multiple Species Conservation Program
(MSCP) Multiple Habitat Planning Area (MHPA) and does not contain any Environmentally
Sensitive Lands (ESL) as defined in SDMC Section 113.0103. The project proposes a maximum
building height of 29 feet 11 inches, which complies with the regulations of the Coastal Height
Limitation Overlay Zone (CHLOZ). The project site is located approximately 200 feet west of
Mission Bay and approximately 480 feet east of the Pacific Ocean, and is not located between
the sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. The project site does not abut the
shoreline of Mission Bay or the Pacific Ocean and therefore would not alter or obstruct public
views of these scenic resources from the beaches or boardwalks. The project site is surrounded
by residential development with no identified public viewing area, vista, view corridor, or
otherwise significant public views within the Mission Beach Precise Plan. The project is not
requesting nor does it require any deviations or variances from the applicable regulations and is
consistent with the recommended land use designation, design guidelines, and development
standards in effect for this site.
A Master Environmental Impact Report (MEIR) No. 366139/SCH No. 2014081097 has
been prepared for the project in accordance with State of California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) guidelines. The project was found to have potential significant impacts to Noise, Health
and Safety, Historical Resources (Archaeology), Transportation/Circulation and Parking
(Combined Project), and Land Use (Combined Project). A Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting
Program (MMRP) would be implemented with this project. However, construction noise was the
only topic identified as being significant and unavoidable for each project individually and
combined. The applicant has provided Draft Candidate Findings and Statement of Overriding
Considerations to allow the decision maker to adopt the project with significant and unmitigated
direct impacts related to Noise (Construction). Therefore, the proposed subdivision is physically
suitable for the type and density of development.

4.
The design of the subdivision or the proposed improvements are not likely to
cause substantial environmental damage or substantially and avoidably injure fish or
wildlife or their habitat.
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The 0.34 acre project site is located 825 Santa Barbara Place in the R-S Zone of the
MBPD within the MBPP and LCP Area, the CHLOZ, and the Coastal Overlay Zone (Appealable
Area). The project proposes the demolition of the 4,922 square foot educational building and the
construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as fourplexes on the six legal
lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of
the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three bathrooms.
The project site is not located within or adjacent to the MSCP MHPA and does not
contain any ESL as defined in SDMC Section 113.0103. The project site is located
approximately 200 feet west of Mission Bay and approximately 480 feet east of the Pacific
Ocean, and is not located between the sea and the first public roadway paralleling the sea. The
project site does not abut the shoreline of Mission Bay or the Pacific Ocean. A MEIR No.
366139/SCH No. 2014081097 has been prepared for the project in accordance with State of
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) guidelines. The project was found to have
potential significant impacts to Noise, Health and Safety, Historical Resources (Archaeology),
Transportation/Circulation and Parking (Combined Project), and Land Use (Combined Project).
A Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) would be implemented with this
project. However, construction noise was the only topic identified as being significant and
unavoidable for each project individually and combined. The applicant has provided Draft
Candidate Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations to allow the decision maker to
adopt the project with significant and unmitigated direct impacts related to Noise (Construction).
Therefore, the subdivision and the proposed improvements would not cause substantial
environmental damage or impact fish or wildlife or their habitat.

5.
The design of the subdivision or the type of improvement will not be
detrimental to the public health, safety, and welfare.
The project proposes the demolition of the 4,922 square foot educational building and the
construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as fourplexes on the six legal
lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of
the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three bathrooms. The project incorporates a roofmounted photovoltaic system consisting of solar panels sufficient to generate at least 50-percent
ofthe project's projected energy consumption, in conformance with the criteria of the
Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. In addition, the project
would contain sustainable building design measures to meet a LEED Silver certification and
incorporates many sustainable features in accordance with the City's General Plan Conservation
Element.
A MEIR No. 366139/SCH No. 2014081097 has been prep~ed for the project in
accordance with State of CEQA guidelines. The project was found to have potential significant
impacts to Noise, Health and Safety, Historical Resources (Archaeology), Transportation/
Circulation and Parking (Combined Project), and Land Use (Combined Project). A MMRP
would be implemented with this project. However, construction noise was the only topic
identified as being significant and unavoiqable for each project individually and combined. The
applicant has provided Draft Candidate Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations to
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allow the decision maker to adopt the project with significant and unmitigated direct impacts
related to Noise (Construction) and MMRP is a condition of the approval.
The permit for the project includes various conditions and referenced exhibits of approval
relevant to achieving project compliance with the applicable regulations ofthe SDMC in effect
for this project. Such conditions within the permit have been determined as necessary to avoid
adverse impacts upon the health, safety and general welfare of persons residing or working in the
surrounding area. The project shall comply with the development conditions in effect for the
subject property as described in Vesting Tentative Map (VTM) No. 1267874, and other
regulations and guidelines pertaining to the subject property per the SDMC. Prior to issuance of
any building permit for the proposed development, the plans shall be reviewed for compliance
with all Building, Electrical, Mechanical, Plumbing and Fire Code requirements, and the
owner/permittee shall be required to obtain grading and public improvement permits. Therefore,
the subdivision will not be detrimental to the public health, safety and welfare.

6.
The design of the subdivision or the type of improvements will not conflict
with easements acquired by the public at large for access through or use of property within
the proposed subdivision.
The project proposes the demolition of the 4,922 square foot educational building and the
construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as fourplexes on the six legal
lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of
the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three bathrooms. The 0.34 acre project site is
located at 825 Santa Barbara Place and there are no existing easements acquired by the public at
large for access through or use of property within the proposed subdivision.

7.
The design of the proposed subdivision provides, to the extent feasible, for
future passive or natural heating and cooling opportunities.
The project proposes the demolition of the 4,922 square foot educational building and the
construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as fourplexes on the six legal
lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of
the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three bathrooms. The project incorporates a roofmounted photovoltaic system consisting of solar panels sufficient to generate at least 50-percent
ofthe project's projected energy consumption, in conformance with the criteria of the
Affordable/In-Fill Housing and Sustainable Buildings Expedite Program. In addition, the project
would contain sustainable building design measures to meet a LEED Silver certification and
incorporates many sustainable features in accordance with the City's General Plan Conservation
Element. The proposed development will materially assist in reducing impacts associated with
fossil fuel energy use by utilizing alternative energy resources, self- generation and other
renewable technologies (e.g. photovoltaic) to generate electricity needed by the buildings and its
occupants. Therefore, the proposed subdivision will have the opportunity through building
materials, site orientation, architectural treatments, placement and selection of plant materials to
provide to the extent feasible, for future passive or natural heating and cooling opportunities.
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8.
The decision maker has considered the effects of the proposed subdivision on
the housing needs of the region and that those needs are balanced against the needs for
public services and the available fiscal and environmental resources.
The project proposes the demolition ofthe 4,922 square foqt educational building and the
construction of three (3) three-story residential buildings comprised as fourplexes on the six legal
lots. The project proposes a total of 12 units ranging from 1,265 to 1,345 square feet and all of
the units are comprised of three bedrooms and three bathrooms. The decision maker has
reviewed the administrative record including the project plans, MEIR No. 366139/SCH No.
2014081097, and heard public testimony to determine the effects ofthe proposed subdivision on
the housing needs of the region and; that those needs are balanced against the needs for public
services and the available fiscal and environmental resources and found that the proposed
subdivision is consistent with the housing needs anticipated for the LJCP area.
The above findings are supported by the minutes, maps, and exhibits, all of which are
herein incorporated by reference.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that based on the Findings hereinbefore adopted by the
Planning Commission, Vesting Tentative Map No. 1267874, including the waiver of the
requirement to underground existing offsite overhead utilities, is hereby granted to SANTA
BARBARA PLACE MB9, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability Company, subject to the attached
conditions which are made a part of this resolution by this reference.

By
Jeffrey A. Peterson
Development Project Manager
Development Services Department

ATTACHMENT:

Vesting Tentative Map Conditions

Internal Order No. 24004495
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CITY COUNCIL
CONDITIONS FOR VESTING TENTATIVE MAP NO. 1267874; SANTA
BARBARA PLACE RESIDENCES- PROJECT NO. 361595 [MMRP]
ADOPTED BY RESOLUTION NO. - - - - - - - - ON ---------GENERAL

1.

This Vesting Tentative Map will expire on ------------

2.

Compliance with all of the following conditions shall be completed and/or
assured, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer, prior to the recordation of the
Final Map, unless otherwise noted.

3.

Prior to the Vesting Tentative Map expiration date, a Final Map to subdivide lots
shall be recorded in the office of the County Recorder.

4.

Prior to the recordation of the Final Map, taxes must be paid on this property
pursuant to Subdivision Map Act section 66492. To satisfy this condition, a tax
certificate stating that there are no unpaid lien conditions against the subdivision
must be recorded in the Office of the San Diego County Recorder.

5.

The Vesting Tentative Map and Final Map shall conform to the provisions of
Coastal Development Permit No. 1267875.

6.

The Subdivider shall defend, indemnify, and hold the City (including its agents,
officers, and employees [together, "Indemnified Parties"]) harmless from any
claim, action, or proceeding, against the City and/or any Indemnified Parties to
attack, set aside, void, or annul City's approval of this project, which action is
brought within the time period provided for in Government Code section
66499.3 7. City shall promptly notify the Subdivider of any claim, action, or
proceeding and shall cooperate fully in the defense. If City fails to promptly
notify the Subdivider of any claim, action, or proceeding, or if City fails to
cooperate fully in the defense, the Subdivider shall not thereafter be responsible to
defend, indemnify, or hold City and/or any Indemnified Parties harmless. City
may participate in the defense of any claim, action, or proceeding if City both
bears its own attorney's fees and costs, City defends the action in good faith, and
Subdivider is not required to pay or perform any settlement unless such settlement
is approved by the Subdivider.

7.

This Vesting Tentative Map shall become effective only after the California
Coastal Commission certifies an amendment to the Local Coastal Program
required by this project.

Project No. 361595
VTM No. 1267874
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING

8.

Prior to the issuance of any building permits, the Subdivider shall comply with the
affordable housing requirements of the City's lnclusionary Affordable Housing
Regulations (SDMC § 142.1301 et seq.).

ENGINEERING

9.

The Subdivider shall underground any new service run to any new or proposed
structures within the subdivision.

10.

The Subdivider shall ensure that all existing onsite utilities serving the
subdivision shall be undergrounded with the appropriate permits. The Subdivider
shall provide written confirmation from applicable utilities that the conversion has
taken place, or provide other means to assure the undergrounding, satisfactory to
the City Engineer.

11.

Conformance with the "General Conditions for Tentative Subdivision Maps,"
filed in the Office of the City Clerk under Document No. 767688 on May 7, 1980,
is required. Only those exceptions to the General Conditions which are shown on
the Vesting Tentative Map and covered in these special conditions will be
authorized. All public improvements and incidental facilities shall be designed in
accordance with criteria established in the Street Design Manual, filed with the
City Clerk as Document No. RR-2973766.

12.

Prior to foundation inspection, the Subdivider shall submit a building pad
certification signed by a Registered Civil Engineer or a Licensed Land Surveyor,
certifying that the pad elevation based on USGS datum is consistent with Exhibit
"A," satisfactory to the City Engineer.

MAPPING

13.

"Basis of Bearings" means the source of uniform orientation of all measured
bearings shown on the map. Unless otherwise approved, this source shall be the
California Coordinate System, Zone 6, North American Datum of 1983
[NAD 83].

14.

"California Coordinate System" means the coordinate system as defined in
Section 8801 through 8819 of the California Public Resources Code. The
specified zone for San Diego County is "Zone 6," and the official datum is the
"North American Datum of 1983."

15.

The Final Map shall:
a.

Use the California Coordinate System for its "Basis of Bearing" and
express all measured and calculated bearing values in terms of said
system. The angle of grid divergence from a true median (theta or

Project No. 361595
VTM No. 1267874
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mapping angle) and the north point of said map shall appear on each sheet
thereof. Establishment of said Basis of Bearings may be by use of existing
Horizontal Control stations or astronomic observations.
b.

Show two measured ties from the boundary of the map to existing
Horizontal Control stations having California Coordinate values of First
Order accuracy. These tie lines to the existing control shall be shown in
relation to the California Coordinate System (i.e., grid bearings and grid
distances). All other distances shown on the map are to be shown as
ground distances. A combined factor for conversion of grid-to-ground
distances shall be shown on the map.

INFORMATION:

•

The approval of this Vesting Tentative Map by the City Council of the
City of San Diego does not authorize the Subdivider to violate any
Federal, State, or City laws, ordinances, regulations, or policies including
but not limited to, the Federal Endangered Species Act of 1973 and any
amendments thereto (16 USC§ 1531 et seq.).

•

If the Subdivider makes any request for new water and sewer facilities
(including services, fire hydrants, and laterals), the Subdivider shall design
and construct such facilities in accordance with established criteria in the
most current editions of the City of San Diego water and sewer design
guides and City regulations, standards and practices pertaining thereto.
Off-site improvements may be required to provide adequate and
acceptable levels of service and will be determined at final engineering.

•

Subsequent applications related to this Vesting Tentative Map will be
subject to fees and charges based on the rate and calculation method in
effect at the time of payment.

•

Any party on whom fees, dedications, reservations, or other exactions
have been imposed as conditions of approval ofthe Vesting Tentative
Map, may protest the imposition within ninety days of the approval of this
Vesting Tentative Map by filing a written protest with the San Diego City
Clerk pursuant to Government Code sections 66020 and/or 66021.

•

Where in the course of development of private property, public facilities
are damaged or removed, the Subdivider shall at no cost to the City, obtain
the required permits for work in the public right-of-way, and repair or
replace the public facility to the satisfaction of the City Engineer (San
Diego Municipal Code§ 142.0607.

Internal Order No. 24004495

Project No. 361595
VTM No. 1267874
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RESOLUTION NUMBER R-_ _ _ _ __
DATE OF FINAL PASSAGE _ _ _ _ __
A RESOLUTION CERTIFYING MASTER ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT NO. 366139/SCHNO. 2014081097, AND
ADOPTING THE FINDINGS, STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING
CONSIDERATIONS, AND THE MITIGATION, MONITORING, AND
REPORTING PROGRAM; SANTA BARBARA PLACE RESIDENCES
-PROJECT NO. 361595
WHEREAS, on May 1, 2014, SANTA BARBARA PLACE MB9, LLC, a Delaware
Limited Liability Company, submitted an application to Development Services Department for a
Vesting Tentative Map No. 1267874 and Coastal Development Permit No. 1267875 for the
Santa Barbara Place Residences (Project); and
WHEREAS, the matter was set for a public hearing to be conducted by the Council of the
City of San Diego; and
WHEREAS, the issue was heard by the Planning Commission on _ _ _ _ _ __
and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission considered the issues discussed in Environmental
Impact Report No. 366139/SCH No. 2014081097 (Report) prepared for this Project; NOW
THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED, by the Planning Commission that it is certified that the Report has
been completed in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA)
(Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.), as amended, and the State CEQA Guidelines
thereto (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3, Section 15000 et seq.), that the
Report reflects the independent judgment of the City of San Diego as Lead Agency and that the
information contained in said Report, together with any comments received during the public
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review process, has been reviewed and considered by the Planning Commission in connection
with the approval of the Project.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that pursuant to CEQA Section 21081 and State CEQA
Guidelines Section 15091, the Planning Commission hereby adopts the Findings made with
respect to the Project, and that pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15093, the Planning
Commission hereby adopts the Statement of Overriding Considerations with respect to the
Project, which is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that pursuant to CEQA Section 21081.6, the Planning
Commission hereby adopts the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, or alterations to
implement the changes to the Project as required by this Planning Commission in order to
mitigate or avoid significant effects on the environment, which is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Report and other documents constituting the
record of proceedings upon which the approval is based are available to the public at the office
ofthe Development Services Department 1222 First Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Development Services Department is directed to file
a Notice of Determination with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors for the County of San
Diego regarding the Project
APPROVED:

By:
Jeffrey A. Peterson
Development Project Manager
Development Services Department
ATTACHMENT(S): Exhibit A, Findings/Statement of Overriding Considerations
Exhibit B, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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EXHIBIT A
FINDINGS/STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS

[To be provided to the Planning Commission at distribution.]
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EXHIBITB
MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
VESTING TENTATIVE MAP NO. 1267874 AND COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
NO. 1267875; SANTA BARBARA PLACE RESIDENCES- PROJECT NO. 361595
This Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program is designed to ensure compliance with Public
Resources Code Section 21081.6 during implementation of mitigation measures. This program
identifies at a minimum: the department responsible for the monitoring, what is to be monitored,
how the monitoring shall be accomplished, the monitoring and reporting schedule, and
completion requirements. A record of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program will be
maintained at the offices of the Land Development Review Division, 1222 First Avenue, Fifth
Floor, San Diego, CA, 92101. All mitigation measures contained in the Environmental Impact
Report No. 366139/SCH No. 2014081097 shall be made conditions of Vesting Tentative Map
No. 1267874 and Coastal Development Permit No. 1267875 as may be further described below.

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS- PART I Plan Check Phase (prior to permit
issuance)
1.

Prior to the issuance of a Notice To Proceed (NTP) for a subdivision, or any
construction permits, such as Demolition, Grading or Building, or beginning any
construction related activity on-site, the Development Services Department
(DSD) Director's Environmental Designee (ED) shall review and approve all
Construction Documents (CD), (plans, specification, details, etc.) to ensure the
MMRP requirements are incorporated into the design.

2.

In addition, the ED shall verify that the MMRP Conditions/Notes that apply
ONLY to the construction phases of this project are included VERBATIM, under
the heading, "ENVIRONMENTAL/MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS."

3.

These notes must be shown within the first three (3) sheets of the construction
documents in the format specified for engineering construction document
templates as shown on the City website: http://www.sandiego.gov/developmentservices/industry/standtemp.shtml

4.

The TITLE INDEX SHEET must also show on which pages the
"Environmental/Mitigation Requirements" notes are provided.

5.

SURETY AND COST RECOVERY - The Development Services Director or
City Manager may require appropriate surety instruments or bonds from private
Permit Holders to ensure the long term performance or implementation of
required mitigation measures or programs. The City is authorized to recover its
cost to offset the salary, overhead, and expenses for City personnel and programs
to monitor qualifying projects.
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B.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS -PART II Post Plan Check (After permit
issuance/Prior to start of construction)
1.

PRE CONSTRUCTION MEETING IS REQUIRED TEN (10) WORKING
DAYS PRIOR TO BEGINNING ANY WORK ON THIS PROJECT. The
PERMIT HOLDER/OWNER is responsible to arrange and perform this meeting
by contacting the CITY RESIDENT ENGINEER (RE) of the Field Engineering
Division and City staff from MITIGATION MONITORING COORDINATION
(MMC). Attendees must also include the Permit holder's Representative(s), Job
Site Superintendentand the following consultants: Qualified Acoustician;
Qualified Archaeologist; Qualified Native American Monitor; and Qualified Lead
and Asbestos Abatement Contractor, and Environmental Specialist
Note: Failure of all responsible Permit Holder's representatives and
consultants to attend shall require an additional meeting with all parties
present.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
a)
The PRIMARY POINT OF CONTACT is theRE at the Field
Engineering Division- 858-627-3200
b)
For Clarification ofENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS, applicant t
is also required to call RE and MMC at 858-627-3360

2.

MMRP COMPLIANCE: This Project, Project Tracking System (PTS) Number
366139 and/or Environmental Document Number 366139 (SCH No.
2014081097) shall conform to the mitigation requirements contained in the
associated Environmental Document and implemented to the satisfaction of the
DSD's Environmental Designee (MMC) and the City Engineer (RE). The
requirements may not be reduced or changed but may be annotated (i.e. to explain
when and how compliance is being met and location of verifying proof, etc.).
Additional clarifying information may also be added to other relevant plan sheets
and/or specifications as appropriate (i.e., specific locations, times of monitoring,
methodology, etc.
Note: Permit Holder's Representatives must alert RE and MMC if there are
any discrepancies in the plans or notes, or any changes due to field
conditions. All conflicts must be approved by RE and MMC BEFORE the
work is performed.

3.

OTHER AGENCY REQUIREMENTS: Evidence of compliance with all other
agency requirements or permits shall be submitted to the RE and MMC for review
and acceptance prior to the beginning of work or within one week of the Permit
Holder obtaining documentation of those permits or requirements. Evidence shall
include copies of permits, letters of resolution or other documentation issued by
the responsible agency: Not Applicable
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4.

MONITORING EXHIBITS: All consultants are required to submit, toRE and
MMC, a monitoring exhibit on a 11x17 reduction of the appropriate construction
plan, such as site plan, grading, landscape, etc., marked to clearly show the
specific areas including the LIMIT OF WORK, scope of that discipline's work,
and notes indicating when in the construction schedule that work will be
performed. When necessary for clarification, a detailed methodology of how the
work will be performed shall be included.
Note: Surety and Cost Recovery- When deemed necessary by the
Development Services Director or City Manager, additional surety
instruments or bonds from the private Permit Holder may be required to
ensure the long term performance or implementation of required mitigation
measures or programs. The City is authorized to recover its cost to offset the
salary, overhead, and expenses for City personnel and programs to monitor
qualifying projects.

5.

OTHER SUBMITTALS AND INSPECTIONS: The Permit Holder/Owner's
representative shall submit all required documentation, verification letters, 'and
requests for all associated inspections to the RE and MMC for approval per the
following schedule:

DOCUMENT SUBMITTAL/INSPECTION CHECKLIST
Issue Area

Document Submittal

Associated Inspection/Approvals/Notes

General

Consultant Qualification Letters .

Prior to Preconstruction Meeting

General

Consultant Construction Monitoring
Exhibits

Prior to or at Preconstruction Meeting

Archaeology

Archaeology Reports

Archaeology/Historic Site Observation

Noise

Acoustical Reports

Noise Mitigation Features Inspection

Traffic

Traffic Reports

Traffic Features Site Observation

Waste Management

Waste Management Reports

Waste Management Inspections

Bond Release

Request for Bond Release Letter

Final MMRP Inspections Prior to Bond
Release Letter

C.

SPECIFIC MMRP ISSUE AREA CONDITIONS/REQUIREMENTS

HEALTH AND SAFETY

SBP-HS-1: Prior to demolition permit issuance, the project applicant shall provide proof to the
City of San Diego that: A qualified environmental specialist has inspected the site buildings for
the presence of polychlorinated biphenyls, mercury, and other hazardous building materials. If
found, these materials shall be managed in accordance with the Metallic Discards Act of 1991
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(California Public Resources Code, Sections 42160-42185) and other state and federal
guidelines and regulations. Demolition plans and contract specifications shall incorporate any
necessary abatement measures in compliance with the Metallic Discards Act, particularly Section
421 75, which describes materials requiring special handling, for the removal of mercury
switches, polychlorinated biphenyl-containing ballasts, and refrigerants.
SBP-HS-2: Prior to demolition permit issuance, an asbestos and lead-based paint abatement
work plan shall be prepared in compliance with local, state, and federal regulations for any
necessary removal and disposal of such materials. Prior to implementation, the work plan must
be reviewed and accepted by the San Diego County Department of Environmental Health. A
California-certified asbestos removal contractor shall be utilized for the removal work and proper
removal methodology as outlined in CalOSHA 8CCR1529, and all other applicable federal,
state, and local regulations regarding the removal, transport and disposal of asbestos-containing
material shall be applied. The asbestos and lead-based paint abatement work plan shall include a
monitoring plan to be conducted by a qualified consultant during abatement activities to ensure
compliance with the work plan requirements and abatement contractor specifications. The work
plan shall include provisions for construction worker training, worker protection, and conduction
of exposure assessments as needed. As part of the work plan, construction contractors shall
consult federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Regulations at 29 CFR
1926.62 and Cal-OSHA Regulations at Title 8, 1532.1, "Lead in Construction" standards for
complete requirements. Demolition plans and contract specifications shall incorporate any
necessary abatement measures for the removal of materials containing lead-based paint and
asbestos to the satisfaction of the City Planning and Building Department. The measures shall be
consistent with the abatement work plan prepared for the project and conducted by a Californialicensed lead/asbestos abatement contractor.
SBP-HS-3: To reduce the risk of accidental release of hazardous materials during construction
activities at the site, the project applicant shall prepare and implement during all construction
activities a hazardous substance management, handling, storage, disposal, and emergency
response plan prior to demolition on-site. This plan shall be implemented during all project
related construction activities. A hazardous materials spill kit shall be maintained on site for
small spills. Additionally, the project applicant shall monitor all contractors for compliance with
applicable regulations, including regulations regarding hazardous materials and hazardous
wastes, including disposal. Hazardous materials shall not be disposed of or released on the
ground, in the underlying groundwater, or any surface water. Totally enclosed containment shall
be provided for all trash. All construction waste, including trash and litter, garbage, and other
solid waste shall be diverted, recycled, or properly disposed. Petroleum products and other
potentially hazardous materials shall be removed to a waste facility permitted to treat, store, or
dispose of such materials. The hazardous substance management, handling, storage, disposal,
and emergency response plan shall be prepared prior to demolition permit issuance, to the
satisfaction of the City of San Diego. The plan shall be provided to the City of San Diego
Development Services for review prior to issuance of a grading permit.
HISTORICAL RESOURCES (ARCHAEOLOGY)

SBP-CUL-1:
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I.

Prior to Permit Issuance
A. Entitlements Plan Check
1. Prior to issuance of any construction permits, including but not limited to, the first
Grading Permit, Demolition Plans/Permits and Building Plans/Permits or a Notice
to Proceed for Subdivisions, but prior to the first preconstruction meeting,
whichever is applicable, the Assistant Deputy Director (ADD) Environmental
designee shall verify that the requirements for Archaeological Monitoring and
Native American monitoring have been noted on the applicable construction
documents through the plan check process.
B. Letters of Qualification have been submitted to ADD
1. The applicant shall submit a letter of verification to Mitigation Monitoring
Coordination(MMC) identifying the Principal Investigator (PI) for the project
and the names of all persons involved in the archaeological monitoring program,
as defined in the City of San Diego Historical Resources Guidelines (HRG). If
applicable, individuals involved in the archaeological monitoring program must
have completed the 40-hour HAZWOPER training with certification
documentation.
2. MMC will provide a letter to the applicant confirming the qualifications of the PI
and all persons involved in the archaeological monitoring of the project meet the
qualifications established in the HRG.
3. Prior to the start of work, the applicant must obtain written approval from MMC
for any personnel changes associated with the monitoring program.

II.

Prior to Start of Construction
A. Verification of Records Search
1. The PI shall provide verification to MMC that a site specific records search (1/4
mile radius) has been completed. Verification includes, but is not limited to a
copy of a confirmation letter from South Coastal Information Center, or, if the
search was in-house, a letter of verification from the PI stating that the search was
completed.
2. The letter shall introduce any pertinent information concerning expectations and
probabilities of discovery during trenching and/or grading activities.
3. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC requesting a reduction to the 114 mile
radius.
B. PI Shall Attend Precon Meetings
1. Prior to beginning any work that requires monitoring; the Applicant shall arrange
a Precon Meeting that shall include the PI, Native American consultant/monitor
(where Native American resources may be impacted), Construction Manager
(CM) and/or Grading Contractor, Resident Engineer (RE), Building Inspector
(BI), if appropriate, and MMC. The qualified Archaeologist and Native American
Monitor shall attend any grading/excavation related Precon Meetings to make
comments and/or suggestions concerning the Archaeological Monitoring program
with the Construction Manager and/or Grading Contractor.
a. If the PI is unable to attend the Precon Meeting, the Applicant shall schedule a
focused Precon Meeting with MMC, the PI, RE, CM or BI, if appropriate,
prior to the start of any work that requires monitoring.
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2. Identify Areas to be Monitored
a. Prior to the start of any work that requires monitoring, the PI shall submit an
Archaeological Monitoring Exhibit (AME) (with verification that the AME
has been reviewed and approved by the Native American consultant/monitor
when Native American resources may be impacted) based on the appropriate
construction documents (reduced to llx17) to MMC identifying the areas to
be monitored including the delineation of grading/excavation limits.
b. The AME shall be based on the results of a site specific records search as well
as information regarding existing known soil conditions (native or formation).
3. When Monitoring Will Occur
a. Prior to the start of any work, the PI shall also submit a construction schedule
to MMC through the RE indicating when and where monitoring will occur.
b. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC prior to the start of work or
during construction requesting a modification to the monitoring program. This
request shall be based on relevant information such as review of final
construction documents which indicate site conditions such as depth of
excavation and/or site graded to bedrock, etc., which may reduce or increase
the potential for resources to be present.
III.

During Construction
A. Monitor(s) Shall be Present During Grading/Excavation/Trenching
1. The Archaeological Monitor shall be present full-time during all soil disturbing
and grading/excavation/trenching activities which could result in impacts to
archaeological resources as identified on the AME. The Construction Manager
is responsible for notifying theRE, PI, and MMC of changes to any
construction activities such as in the case of a potential safety concern within
the area being monitored. In certain circumstances OSHA safety
requirements may necessitate modification of the AME.
2. The Native American consultant/monitor shall determine the extent of their
presence during soil disturbing and grading/excavation/trenching activities based
on the AME and provide that information to the PI and MMC. If prehistoric
resources are encountered during the Native American consultant/monitor's
absence, work shall stop and the Discovery Notification Process detailed in
Section III.B-C and IV.A-D shall commence.
3. The PI may submit a detailed letter to MMC during construction requesting a
modification to the monitoring program when a field condition such as modern
disturbance post-dating the previous grading/trenching activities, presence of
fossil formations, or when native soils are encountered that may reduce or
increase the potential for resources to be present.
4. The archaeological and Native American consultant/monitor shall document field
activity via the Consultant Site Visit Record (CSVR). The CSVR's shall be faxed
by the CM to the RE the first day of monitoring, the last day of monitoring,
monthly (Notification of Monitoring Completion), and in the case of ANY
discoveries. The RE shall forward copies to MMC.
B. Discovery Notification Process
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1. In the event of a discovery, the Archaeological Monitor shall direct the contractor
to temporarily divert all soil disturbing activities, including but not limited to
digging, trenching, excavating or grading activities in the area of discovery and in
the area reasonably suspected to overlay adjacent resources and immediately
notify the RE or BI, as appropriate.
2. The Monitor shall immediately notify the PI (unless Monitor is the PI) of the
discovery.
3. The PI shall immediately notify MMC by phone of the discovery, and shall also
submit written documentation to MMC within 24 hours by fax or email with
photos of the resource in context, if possible.
4. No soil shall be exported off-site until a determination can be made regarding the
significance of the resource specifically ifNative American resources are
encountered.
C. Determination of Significance
1. The PI and Native American consultant/monitor, where Native American
resources are discovered shall evaluate the significance of the resource. If Human
Remains are involved, follow protocol in Section IV below.
a. The PI shall immediately notify MMC by phone to discuss significance
determination and shall also submit a letter to MMC indicating whether
additional mitigation is required.
b. If the resource is significant, the PI shall submit an Archaeological Data
Recovery Program (ADRP) which has been reviewed by the Native American
consultant/monitor, and obtain written approval from MMC. Impacts to
significant resources must be mitigated before ground disturbing activities in
the area of discovery will be allowed to resume. Note: If a unique
archaeological site is also an historical resource as defined in CEQA, then
the limits on the amount(s) that a project applicant may be required to
pay to cover mitigation costs as indicated in CEQA Section 21083.2 shall
not apply.
c. If the resource is not significant, the PI shall submit a letter to MMC
indicating that artifacts will be collected, curated, and documented in the Final
Monitoring Report. The letter shall also indicate that that no further work is
required.

IV.

Discovery of Human Remains
If human remains are discovered, work shall halt in that area and no soil shall be exported
off-site until a determination can be made regarding the provenance of the human
remains; and the following procedures as set forth in CEQA Section 15064.5(e), the
California Public Resources Code (Sec. 5097.98) and State Health and Safety Code (Sec.
7050.5) shall be undertaken:
A. Notification
1. Archaeological Monitor shall notify the RE or BI as appropriate, MMC, and the
PI, if the Monitor is not qualified as a PI. MMC will notify the appropriate Senior
Planner in the Environmental Analysis Section (EAS) of the Development
Services Department to assist with the discovery notification process.
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2. The PI shall notify the Medical Examiner after consultation with the RE, either in
person or via telephone.
B. Isolate discovery site
1. Work shall be directed away from the location of the discovery and any nearby
area reasonably suspected to overlay adjacent human remains until a
determination can be made by the Medical Examiner in consultation with the PI
concerning the provenance of the remains.
2. The Medical Examiner, in consultation with the PI, will determine the need for a
field examination to determine the provenance.
3. If a field examination is not warranted, the Medical Examiner will determine with
input from the PI, ifthe remains are or are most likely to be of Native American
ongm.
C. If Human Remains ARE determined to be Native American
1. The Medical Examiner will notify the Native American Heritage Commission
(NAHC) within 24 hours. By law, ONLY the Medical Examiner can make this
call.
2. NAHC will immediately identify the person or persons determined to be the Most
Likely Descendent (MLD) and provide contact information.
3. The MLD will contact the PI within 24 hours or sooner after the Medical
Examiner has completed coordination, to begin the consultation process in
accordance with CEQA Section 15064.5(e), the California Public Resources and
Health & Safety Codes.
4. The MLD will have 48 hours to make recommendations to the property owner or
representative; for the treatment or disposition with proper dignity, of the human
remains and associated grave goods.
5. Disposition ofNative American Human Remains will be determined between the
MLD and the PI, and, if:
a. The NAHC is unable to identify the MLD, OR the MLD failed to make a
recommendation within 48 hours after being notified by the Commission; OR;
b. The landowner or authorized representative rejects the recommendation of the
MLD and mediation in accordance with PRC 5097.94 (k) by the NAHC fails
to provide measures acceptable to the landowner, THEN,
c. In order to protect these sites, the Landowner shall do one or more of the
following:
(1) Record the site with the NAHC;
(2) Record an open space or conservation easement on the site;
(3) Record a document with the County.
d. Upon the discovery of multiple Native American human remains during a
ground disturbing land development activity, the landowner may agree that
additional conferral with descendants is necessary to consider culturally
appropriate treatment of multiple Native American human remains. Culturally.
appropriate treatment of such a discovery may be ascertained from review of
the site utilizing cultural and archaeological standards. Where the parties are
unable to agree on the appropriate treatment measures the human remains and
items associated and buried with Native American human remains.shall be
reinterred with appropriate dignity, pursuant to Section S.c., above.
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D. If Human Remains are NOT Native American
1. The PI shall contact the Medical Examiner and notify them of the historic era
context of the burial.
2. The Medical Examiner will determine the appropriate course of action with the PI
and City staff (PRC 5097 .98).
3. If the remains are of historic origin, they shall be appropriately removed and
conveyed to the San Diego Museum of Man for analysis. The decision for
internment of the human remains shall be made in consultation with MMC, EAS,
the applicant/landowner, any known descendant group, and the San Diego
Museum of Man.

V.

Night and/or Weekend Work
A. If night and/or weekend work is included in the contract
1. When night and/or weekend work is included in the contract package, the extent
and timing shall be presented and discussed at the precon meeting.
2. The following procedures shall be followed.
a. No Discoveries
In the event that no discoveries were encountered during night and/or
weekend work, the PI shall record the information on the CSVR and submit to
MMC via fax by 8AM of the next business day.
b. Discoveries
All discoveries shall be processed and documented using the existing
procedures detailed in Sections III - During Construction, and IV - Discovery
of Human Remains. Discovery of human remains shall always be treated as a
significant discovery.
c. Potentially Significant Discoveries
If the PI determines that a potentially significant discovery has been made, the
procedures detailed under Section III- During Construction and IV-Discovery
of Human Remains shall be followed.
d. The PI shall immediately contact MMC, or by 8AM of the next business day
to report and discuss the findings as indicated in Section 111-B, unless other
specific arrangements have been made.
B. If night and/or weekend work becomes necessary during the course of construction
1. The Construction Manager shall notify the RE, or BI, as appropriate, a minimum
of 24 hours before the work is to begin.
2. TheRE, or BI, as appropriate, shall notify MMC immediately.
C. All other procedures described above shall apply, as appropriate.

VI.

Post Construction
A. Preparation and Submittal of Draft Monitoring Report
1. The PI shall submit two copies of the Draft Monitoring Report (even if negative),
prepared in accordance with the Historical Resources Guidelines (Appendix C/D)
which describes the results, analysis, and conclusions of all phases of the
Archaeological Monitoring Program (with appropriate graphics) to MMC for
review and approval within 90 days following the completion of monitoring. It
should be noted that if the PI is unable to submit the Draft Monitoring
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Report within the allotted 90-day timeframe resulting from delays with
analysis, special study results or other complex issues, a schedule shall be
submitted to MMC establishing agreed due dates and the provision for
submittal of monthly status reports until this measure can be met.
a. For significant archaeological resources encountered during monitoring, the
Archaeological Data Recovery Program shall be included in the Draft
Monitoring Report.
b. Recording Sites with State of California Department of Parks and Recreation
The PI shall be responsible for recording (on the appropriate State of
California Department of Park and Recreation forms-DPR 523 AlB) any
significant or potentially significant resources encountered during the
Archaeological Monitoring Program in accordance with the City's Historical
Resources Guidelines, and submittal of such forms to the South Coastal
Information Center with the Final Monitoring Report.
2. MMC shall return the Draft Monitoring Report to the PI for revision or, for
preparation of the Final Report.
3. The PI shall submit revised Draft Monitoring Report to MMC for approval.
4. MMC shall provide written verification to the PI of the approved report.
5. MMC shall notify the RE or BI, as appropriate, of receipt of all Draft Monitoring
Report submittals and approvals.
B. Handling of Artifacts
1. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all cultural remains collected are
cleaned and catalogued
2. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all artifacts are analyzed to identify
function and chronology as they relate to the history of the area; that faunal
material is identified as to species; and that specialty studies are completed, as
appropriate.
3. The cost for curation is the responsibility of the property owner.
C. Curation of artifacts: Accession Agreement and Acceptance Verification
1. The PI shall be responsible for ensuring that all artifacts associated with the
survey, testing and/or data recovery for this project are permanently curated with
an appropriate institution. This shall be completed in consultation with MMC and
the Native American representative, as applicable.
2. The PI shall include the Acceptance Verification from the curation institution in
the Final Monitoring Report submitted to the RE or BI and MMC.
3. When applicable to the situation, the PI shall include written verification from the
Native American consultant/monitor indicating that Native American resources
were treated in accordance with state law and/or applicable agreements. If the
resources were reinterred, verification shall be provided to show what protective
measures were taken to ensure no further disturbance occurs in accordance with
Section IV- Discovery of Human Remains, Subsection 5.
D. Final Monitoring Report(s)
1. The PI shall submit one copy of the approved Final Monitoring Report to the RE
or BI as appropriate, and one copy to MMC (even if negative), within 90 days
after notification from MMC that the draft report has been approved.
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2. The RE shall, in no case, issue the Notice of Completion and/or release of the
Performance Bond for grading until receiving a copy of the approved Final
Monitoring Report from MMC which includes the Acceptance Verification from
the curation institution.
ArchaePrivate 101211.doc
NOISE (CONSTRUCTION)

SBP-NOI-1 Construction Noise Mitigation: prior to the issuance of the first demolition permit,
the applicant shall ensure the following, to the satisfaction of the City of San Diego Development
Services Department:

•

All construction equipment, fixed or mobile, shall be equipped with properly
operating and maintained mufflers.

•

Temporary sound barriers/shielding are installed. This may comprise shielding of
equipment in the vicinity of non-mobile equipment where this is the source, or
alternatively shielding at the site boundaries (i.e., the northern, southern, and eastern
sides, where adjacent residences are closest).

•

Construction noise reduction methods, such as shutting off idling equipment,
installing temporary acoustic barriers around stationary construction noise sources,
maximizing the distance between construction equipment staging areas and occupied
residential areas, and use of electric air compressors and similar power tools rather
than diesel equipment, shall be used where feasible.

•

During construction, stationary construction equipment shall be placed such that
emitted noise is directed away from or shielded from sensitive noise receivers.

•

During construction, stockpiling and vehicle staging areas shall be located as far as
practical from noise sensitive land uses.

•

The project shall limit construction activities, including grading, to the hours of7:00
a.m. to 5:00p.m., Monday through Friday.

NOISE (CONSTRUCTION)

SBP-NOI-2 Interior Noise Mitigation Analysis for Proposed Lot 1: Upon completion of
detailed building plans (i.e., room dimensions, wall and roof assemblies and window/door
schedules) and prior to the issuance of the first occupancy permit, the applicant shall ensure that
an interior noise mitigation analysis be prepared, to the satisfaction ofthe City of San Diego
Development Services nepartment. The analysis shall identify specific mitigation measures to
ensure interior noise levels remain at or below 45 dB per the City of San Diego's interior noise
standard. Noise abatement features shall be identified to attenuate noise and shall be incorporated
into project design as necessary. Such features may include mechanical ventilation or an air-
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conditioning system, sound-rated windows and sound-rated doors.

COMBINED PROJECT
TRANSPORTATION/CIRCULATION

CP-TRA-1: Prior to issuance of the first building permit in either the Mission Beach Residences
project or the Santa Barbara Residences project, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit and
bond the installation of a traffic signal at the intersection of Mission Boulevard and Santa
Barbara Place to the satisfaction of the City Engineer. The traffic signal shall be installed by the
Owner/Permittee no later than May 1, 2025, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer; provided,
however, that the City Engineer may require installation of the traffic signal by the
Owner/Permittee prior to May 1, 2025, based on the results of annual traffic counts and impact
analysis for this intersection submitted by the Owner/Permittee on or before May 1 of each year.
Fair share for the traffic signal shall be divided 82% to the Owner/Permittee of Mission Beach
Residences project and 18% to the Owner/Permittee of the Santa Barbara Place Residences
project.
LAND USE

CP-LU-1: Prior to issuance of the first building permit in either the Mission Beach Residences
project or the Santa Barbara Residences project, the Owner/Permittee shall assure by permit and
bond the installation of a traffic signal at the intersection of Mission Boulevard and Santa
Barbara Place to the satisfaction of the City Engineer. The traffic signal shall be installed by the
Owner/Permittee no later than May 1, 2025, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer; provided,
however, that the City Engineer may require installation of the traffic signal by the
Owner/Permittee prior to May 1, 2025, based on the results of annual traffic counts and impact
analysis for this intersection submitted by the Owner/Permittee on or before May 1 of each year.
Fair share for the traffic signal shall be divided 82% to the Owner/Permittee of Mission Beach
Residences project and 18% to the Owner/Permittee of the Santa Barbara Place Residences
project
HEALTH AND SAFETY

Potentially significant health hazard impacts during demolition and construction activities of the
Mission Beach Residences Project and Santa Barbara Place Residences Project would also result
when combined. As no new impact would occur during construction when combined, each
project shall individually mitigate for health hazard impacts through implementation of
mitigation measures MB-HS-1, MB-HS-2, MB-HS-3, SBP-HS-1, SBP-HS-2, and SBP-HS-3.
HISTORICAL RESOURCES (ARCHAEOLOGY)

Potentially significant to unknown subsurface cultural resources and/or human remains impacts
during construction activities of the Mission Beach Residences Project and Santa Barbara Place
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Residences Project would also result when combined. As no new impact would occur during
construction when combined, each project shall individually mitigate for cultural resources
and/or human remains impacts through implementation of mitigation measures MB-CUL-1 and
SBP-CUL-1.
NOISE (CONSTRUCTION)

If either project is complete and occupied while the other is still under construction, the occupied
project would become an additional sensitive land use to construction noise as the project sites
are approximately 25 feet apart. Therefore, the 12-hour average sound level from construction
equipment would potentially exceed the City's Noise Ordinance dB. Implementation of
mitigation measures MB-NOI-1 and SBP-NOI-1 shall be implemented.
NOISE (INTERIOR)

As no new interior noise impact would occur when combined, each project shall
individually mitigate for interior noise levels through implementation of mitigation measures
MB-NOI-2 and SBP-NOI-2.

The above mitigation monitoring and reporting program will require additional fees and/or
deposits to be collected prior to the issuance of building permits, certificates of occupancy and/or
final maps to ensure the successful completion of the monitoring program.
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8,

PfRIIITS fiEWG APPt rfQ FQR· THIS APPUCA1JON INCWOES A DDIOUTION PERUIT, A VESTING IDITA11Vf: Ill>!' {VIii) FOR
COfoJDOI.IIN/VU PURPOSES ONLY, A Cll4STAL OEVEJ.OP/.ff.NT PE/IUIT (COP) ro ALLOW THE CONS1'RUC1JOIV OF 1HE: PROJECT AND
A SUBOMSION OF 1HE: PROPERTY, AND A MISSION BEACH PLANIVED DISTRICT PERMIT.

9.

N01JFICA1JON NIEio FOR UNDBEIIGH FJaO,

CQNOOiliNI!Jil IJfyfi ()PIIf'NT' THIS PROPERTY WILL 8E DEYELOPUJ AS A CONDOUJNIIJM PROJECT. AS DEF1NED /IV SE'C'fiON
4125 £r. S£0 OF THE CML COOC OF THE' STATE OF ~lit AND IS Al.Eti PURSW.NT TO THE SIJ8()MSX}I{ 4W' ACT.

tACH LOT WILL Hollof' 2 IJNI'lS FOR A TOTAL OF 12 PROPOSF:(J UN/1S.

/o/ISSION 80111.£1/AIIO, THE .WNAJIEO ALLEY. AND SANTJ. 84RBoiP.A PI.ACF: HAV< BffN FUI.L Y IMPf?OVF:D.

2. VE'HJCULAR ACCESS TO THE PROPOSED RES/DENTIN. BUII.{)jNOS WILL fJE Pf/OV/IJED Yl'l Tl1t EXISTING UNNIWfD ALLE:Y I3£TW£EN
SANTA BARBARA PLACI: AND ..1\AWCA COUIIT.
$.

PEDE.STRIAN ACCESS TO 1HE: PROPOSED RESI{)f]oiTW. BUI/.{)jNGS WILL Ell: PROVrDEO Yl'l EXIS11NG SANTA ~ Pt.ACE.

~;

A 12• A.C. PU91.1C fl!l,7!11 IIA/N EXISTS !If BAYSID£ tNI£ Pf.R CITY £NG/NE£/I'S DWG. NO.
11293-0. AN s• A.C. PUBLIC WATER IIAJN E'XISTS IN THE UNNAUED ALLEY AO.JI;CE/o/T TO TI1E
P/IOJECTS 50/JTHERLY EJOUIIOARY PER CITY ENGINffR'S OMC. NO. 1129J-O. AN s• C.l. PUBUC WATER
11A1N EXISTS IN II/SSJON BOULEVARD (Sf:E SHEET C2).
!ifJfEH; A 75• V.C. PUBUC S£li'ER J.WN EXISTS IN BAYSIDE: LANE PE/1 CITY ENGINEER'S owe. NO,
23198-D. A 6• V.C. PUBLJC SEWER IIAJN EXISTS IN Tl1t UNNAMED ALLEY AO.JI;CENT TO THE
PROJECT'S SOUTHF:RI.Y BOUNDARY Pf.R CITY ENGINEER'S Dwe, NO. 26086-0, AN 8• P.V.C. PUBLIC
SEWf.R MAIN IS PROPOSED IN U/SSJON 80UL£VARO ANO SoWTA BARBARA Pt.ACF: Pf.R CITY ENGINEER'S
DWC. NO. 33763-D (SE'£ SHEET C2).

NOTE: THE PROJECT IS IIEOUESTING A WA.-.£11 FRO/I THE RfOUIIIEMEJoiT ro UNOEliG~D EXISTING
Olf:RHEA() F'ACIUTIE'S. THE IYAA£/1 IS IN ACCOROA/o/C£ lt!l?f MUI>/ICIPAL CODE: SECTION 144.02<2.

GfiAWNQ AND DRAINAGE
1,

GRADING ANIJ DRAINAGE JIIP/IOV£JJ£NTS, AS WELL AS REOUIR£0 NOTES ANO S7i<11S7JCS, ARE SHOWN
ON SHfiT C2.

0/.IALITY ACT (Ct:QA) PURSUANT ro SEC1JON 15JJ2 Of' ARTICLE 19 OF 1JTLE 14 OF CAUFORNIA COD£ OF
fiE'GI.JLATIONS. SECTION 15JJ2-CLASS J2 CONSISTS OF P/IOJI:CTS CHA/1ACTf.RIZUJ AS IN-FlU.
DEYELOP/IENTS.

BUilDINGS

2.

05/lt/1•

~

Olo105,M

J,IO

l

IM./t"/14

MO

(

f'ROI>OS£D OOIIES1JC ~11ill SE!MCE

EXISTING US£: THERE' IS ONE E'XJS7JNC EU:MENTARY SCHOOL AOIIINISTRAnl£ omcE 8UIWINC ON THE'
SITE. ALL EXIS7JNG SURf'I.Ct: /UPf?OVf:MENTS ON THE SITE WILL BE' 00/0I.ISHED.
PIIOPOSED I.JSE: TilE P/IOPOSED BUILDINGS WILL BE 3-STORY RESIDENTIAL BUILOINGS WITI1 4 I.JNI'lS
PER BUILOING.

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

SANTA BARBAIO< PLAC£ OWN£11 M89, LLC
888 PIIOSI'ECT STRE£r; SU/TC 330
LA JO/.l.A, CA 920J7

825 SANTA BARBARA PLACE
SAN IJIEGO, CA 92109

TI1F: 81o51S OF BE'ARINGS FOR TillS MAP IS TN£ NADBJ, ZONF: 6, GRID BliARlNG B£TIYEEN STATION
"GPs-t902• AND STA1JON "GPS-155• AS SAID STI.T/ONS ARE SHOWN ON RECORD OF SUIIVf:Y NO. 14492
(I.E. N02'45 '5J"W).

2
2
!2

4

6

•
•
4

•

1$

~

6

Jt

24

4

4

•

2~

MISSiON BAY

E!IISriNtj /llffl(M1ENrS

EXlSI1NG

-·--·--·-

C()NTOiJI';

EXlSI1NG

~WI

-Y--V--1,.•-

114/N

EXlSI1NG OI£RIIliW EI.£C7'111C
fiRE

·--~-~----

f.IE ------·--

HYOIIANr

NQTE$.·
1. THf: SUBOMDER SHAI..L PROCESS ENCRQACHJ.IE'NT J.WNTENANC£: AND REMOVAl.
AGREE:/o/ENTS, FOR ALL ACCEPTABLE ENCRO.'oCHUENTS /liTO THE P/JBLIC RIGHT OF WAY.
INCLUDING BUi NOT UUITED 70 ENHANCED PAVING, OR LANfJSCAPING. NO STRUCTURES
OR LANOSCAPINC OF ANY KINO SHALL 8£ INSTALlED IN OR OVf:/1 ANY 'lfHICUI.A/1
ACCESS RaoiDWA Y.
2. fT IS THf: SOLF: RESPONSIBIJJTY OF THf: OWNER/F'E'RIIITTE'£ FOR ANY I)Wt,G£
CAUSED 1tJ CITY OF SAN Dlf:GO PU8/JC WATER ANO SEWER FACILITI£S, ADJACENT ro
THE P/IOJ£CT S!Tt:, DUE: TO THE CONSTI/UCTION ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED W1T11 THIS
PIIOJECT. IN TH£ EVf:.NT ANY SUCH FACILJTY LOSES INTEGRITY, THE OWNE'II/Pf.RUfTTE£
SHALL R£CON51RUCT ANY I)Wt,GE!) PU8/JC WA7E'R AND SF:WER FACILITY IN A UANNF:R
SATISFACTO/I'f TO l?fE DIRECTOR OF PU8UC I.JTIUTIES AND TN£ CITY.

PROPOSED BUILDING TABULATION
UNIT 1
1.J45 SQ. FT.
UNIT 2
1,295

so.

FT.

2

2

2

2

2

•

4

3-BEO/IOOI(

ror.<J.

BEJ)(I()(JUS

trm!I.AI1£o<

IJUfl.lJINC J

2

J-BEO/IOOI(

TOT-'J. UNOS

BASIS OF BEARING$.·

'
'

PLANTE~?

/J/JIUJIN(J I /IIJfUJ/NC 2

SITE ADDRESS:

4

6
6

•

LOTS D, E; F, C, H, AND I IN BLOCK 107 OF 11/SS/ON B£11CH, IN THE CITY OF SAN [)(f:GO, COUNTY OF
SAN OIEGD, STATE OF CAUFOR/o/IA., ACCORDING TO IMP THERI:OF NO. 1651, F'/1.£0 IN THE OFFICE OF TH£
COUNTY RECORDER OF SAN OI£GO COUNTY DE:cnt8£R 14, 1914.

OWNER /APPLICANT."

6

-sn--sn--so-

f'ROI>OS£D PRIVATE: 3" PI'C STO/IIJ fJRAIII
PIIOPOSI:D Fl.OW THROUGH

2

)

®®--

f'ROI>OS£D SEliEll' LATEIW..

f23-~7-01--1)0

&

NO. 1651

/J/ffl0\91£1&

P!70POSEp

ASSESSOR'S PARCEL NUMBER:
It

PfR WI>

FDIJND SURI£Y /IOMJI4ENT AS NOTED

EX1ST1NG

THt: PROJECT IS CATE.CORICALL Y EXOIPT FROM TN£ PROVISIONS OF THt: CAUFORNIA £NVTRONMENTAI..

1.

RE'CORD /NFl:JRUI,TIOH

row.

EXISTING SEWf1l 114/N

ENY!RQNMENTAL REVIEW

STREETS AND ACC£SS
r.

TrlERE ARE NO EXISTING t:AS£/JENTS ON 1HE: PROPERTY

NO.OI'
PARKING PAIIIONG
BE!lfiOOMS SPACES
SPACES
R£QIJIRED PROWJ£1)

2

2
2

'5

PI10Pr.717Y BOUNlWIY
STRm C£NTfR!.II€

IAJ QN(;

!
2

6

2. THERE ARE NO P/IOPOSED &.SEUENiS ON THE PROPERTY.

NO. OF
UNfTS

AUfY

SYMBOL

LEGEND:

1.

B£fJJ.IJ!ml.
15'
6'-0/6'-5•

S~CTIDN - IINNAME'D
NOT TO SCALE

J

COM!Ji!li/TY P{!,N: 711£ f>ROPEFTY IS Wf1H/JI T11t MISSION Bfi\CH PRECISE PlAN AND LOCAL C~TAL Pf?OGRAIJ ADDE:NOUII
(•CP), W/1}/ A I.ANIJ /,IS£ ()£SIG>IA1JON OF RE:$1JEN'IlA!., (J6 .WIT> PER Al;l?£). l}IF: DE:N$JTY fJEING PROPOSF:(J I1Y 1}/10
PROJECT IS 35.2 UNITS PER ACRE.

SETBAQ( RfQUIRffMtNTS FQR MRPfH?-S

LOT NO.

12

s.iBO

12
5,28()

•

12
5.28()

PREPARED BY:
NAt.tE:

LEPJ>ERT F)!!jlt!EER!NG CORPORA]ON

!£VISION 14•~·- - - - - REVISION 13'-·- - - - - - -

,6,()1JR£SS: 5190 GQI@INOR DRIVE, SUITE 205

SAN

O!EGO CA 92122

PHONE #:1858) 597-200!

PROJECT ADDRESS:
825 SANTA BARB,W. PlJ,CE
SAN DIEGO CA 92109

P!XE

REVISION 11'-·- - - - - - REVISION 10''-'- - - - - - REVISION 9: - - - - - - REVISION 8: - - - - - - REVISION 7: - - - - - - REVISION 6: - - - - - - REVISION 5: - - - - - - REVISION 4:
0£/23114
REVISION 3:
06(\)5/14

PROJECT NAME:
SANTA B!JSBAA4

REVISION 12,_•- - - - - - -

RES!QENCES

REVISION 2:

04/25/1+
03/12/14

REVISION 1:

ORIGINAl DATE:

OJ/04/14

SHEET IDLE:

\IESTING TENTATIVE !lAP NO 1267874

ORAWING__l;L_ OF--"'---

SHEET NO. 13 of 16
NAD 83: 1862-6254

NAD 27: 220-1689

P.T.S. NO. 361595

1.0. NO. 24004495

ATTACHMENT 14

\ \

\

\

_\\·;=--,~

\\"'
\

\\

\_"'
\ \

,-j

ill
'
'

\jl
.lie
,,

~u-

!_

<

':

\
SYMBOL

LEGEND.·

\
\
\
\
\

PROPf1fTY 80iJNIW1Y

S1R£ET CENW1UNE
CXJSTING LOT

Uf£

(

RECORD /NFORUJ.T/011 PGI liN' NO. 1651

FOUND SUIIVF:r JIOMI!I£NT AS NOTm

)

•

®--

Pfi()P()S£J) S<W£11/.ATF:RI<.

®--

Pf/OPOSED IXJUESTIC 11141ER SlRI!fCE:
f'ROP()S£f)

PRNATE ,r• PVr: STOR!ol DRAIN

fflOP(JSf(J

FI.OW llifiOIJCI1 PWITER

-s»--sn--sn-

j~j

fJ!!ST!N(lll/fflO'rf!lmS
PREPARED BY:

EJI/STING CONTOUR

NAIIE:

-s--s--s-

CXJSTING S£'IIER I.WV
DIIST/NG WAIDI WJN

ADDRESS: 5190 GOVERNOR PRM:. SUITE 205
SAN DIEGO CA 92122
PHONE f;l858) 597-2001

£X~OI£fiHI:N)£/.£(;TRI(;

CXJSTING FlRf HYDRANT

PROJECT ADDRESS:
825 SANIA E?AABARA PLACE
SAN DfECO CA 92109

SLOPE ANALYSIS·

AWl OF SfTE FI.ATTEII THAN

oc.m/1•
0./0!5/1-4
D-4/f4/14

OJ/ft/1-4
1

OJ/(J)/14

......
......

R£"ot5EE) . .

n.o

2~:

~

lETTP IXIWI&'B

flf'otBII!Jt~~TtiTlBI~

~l'DI'tllrr~Lml•~n

,......

r~

ICXJ:r

RE.VISION 14:,_·- - - - - RE.VISION 13·-- - - - - ~IS~N 12~·-----

~ISION 11:,_'- - - - - ~ISION 10:,_·- - - - - -

RE.VISION g, - - - - - - REVISION s, - - - - - - -

flEVISION 7: - - - - - - ~ISION 6: - - - - - - -

flEVIS~

40

0

TH£ ENTIRf: SITE HIS B£EN PRE.VIOUSLY GIWJED.

.

I fPPERT FNGitflRING CORPORATION

s, - - - - - - -

~IS~ 4, _

20'

PROJECT NAME:
SANTA BARBARA PLACE RESIDENCES
11£'51 MISSION B>IY

"
"

~

AREA MAP

Il£VISION 2' ----""""'/'-'2"'8'-'/1"4'---ll£\'ISION 1: _ _,0,.3/w1.,.2/'-'1"'~--

()IIIVf

---·-----[!]- .. ------ ·-----

t!E'oba~PEJI=*"'..[11!09.ctt:Qt~$

_,.Q6,.fu2.._3/<.J!c:t!'----

ll£VISION 3, _ __.,06,.c'-"0!10iiL../1..,4'---

ORIGINAL DATE: _

SHEET TITLE:
EXISTING CONDITIONS

_,O,l/'-'0;:.~/u1c:t4_

ORAWING~ OF--"---

NOT TO SCALE

PB

22.02-01.1~

PREPARATION AND

£XISTING RR£ HYDRA/iT

J14H

eus

II]

D<ISTING

;roP (ROUTE 8)

SHEET NO. 14 of l6
iW) ~:

1862-6254

w.D 27: 22Q-1689

P.T.S. NO. 361595

1.0. MJ. 2-<00-U9S

ATTACHMENT 14
~~:.:::-=:JL-"'"-~'"-c~c=':
i

',(

SYMBOL

LEGEND:

L_c:_:: ______ .-:..---~~=..:..+--=--..::::.:.::.::==.-...:::..::..:.:::::.::--f--::::.::::..::.:-=--::..:.::.=::.....:.:___:::.::J

PI10PER1Y BOUNIJI,RY
STFI!ETCENII:IIUNt

'

c-~~--~S',.~C"~'C~cc~"CCC.lCCC"~;c~:-c;-c:c~C"Lc~:-:c~;c;c:c::;c:-~:::-::~~"~::;-;-~l,~:::-:~~~~::r:::J-::-:~~;:~'!t:;c:-c;~c"-;::'1._-:~~::~:::-cccccccccc--£r~~LOTim£

(

fi£COilD INFORMATION PE7I UAP NO. 1631

... :.

.. ' ,

FOUND SUJIIIEY JIONUI>/8/T AS NOTfO

"·

PIIOPOSfD llf>!10I£ll€!i7

)

•

®-®---

PROPOS£0 SEI!E1I LAT£RAL
Pf/OPOSIJJ OOII£S7JC WA1IR SEIIVJCE:
PIIOPOSIJJ PWAII: 3" Pvt: STORII /JIIMI

-s~--sn--sn-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;:~~~~~~~~i:::;;~~~~~~~::~~~=frr~~t:::~:r::::~~~~~::::~::;:~~~::~~~~~~~~~~lt~~~=:~~~~~~=-~~=-~PIIOPOSEDROW ~~
FXISTfNli IUPR()'i.fUfNTS

£XI~

CONTOUR

EXISTING SEW£11 IIAJN

-s--s--s-

EX1ST1NG 111\JEli' JIIJN

-•·--v--\1-

£XI~ ~..AD

E/.£CrRIC

EXISTING 111/E HYDIWIT

GRADING TABULATION:

~~~!()N fjfY.C~W ~~
MAP lWJ 1651
~ILXK Ul'l

•
\

\
I

..

TOTAL AMOUNT OF SIT£ TO BE GIWJ£D:
Pf:RCENT OF TVTAJ. SITE
B£ GIWJED;
AMOUNT OF CUT:
~.
W.XIMUJI 0£1>1H OF CUT:
5. AMOUNT Or F1I.L:
5. !.WCMUJJ 0£1>1H OF FILL:
7. JJAI(JJIUM H£1G>./T OF FILL SLOP£:
8, U'.XII.IUII HDGHT OF CUT SLOPE:
9. CUT SLOPE IIIITIO:
10. FlU. SLOPE IIIITIO:
I I. AMOUNT OF f:XPOIIT:
I.
2.

j.,
I

I

ro

J.

O.J.f AC.:t
~~

~~

C.Y..:t

~~

c.r..:t

I FT.:J::

I FT•.:t
N/A

N/11
N/A

N/A
a cr.

GBADING AND DRAINAGE:
A ~: fT IS PROPOSED 1HIJ THE PfiOJECT BE (;flllf)EO AS SHOWN HEITEON. THE PIIOJ£CT IS EXEIH'T
1'11011 A GIIADINC PfRI.IfT AS THE SITE IS I.£SS THIW I-ACRE IN SIZE, THE AMOUNT OF CUT OR FILL IS Lf:SS
THAN 5-f'E:ET IN HE.ICHT/IJEPTH, IWO AllY SLOPES ARE Fl.ATTER THAN ~:I {MUHICIPAJ.. CODE Sf:CTION

129.0502e)
8. ~: STORM 1114ll'fl GENERATED ON-SflE WILL FlOW OVERI.AND INTO SANTA SARBAFIA PLIC£ loND
THE EXISTING ALILY WH£:RE IT WILL B£ CARRIED TV THE EXIS11NC PUBLIC s:roRM {}!1AfN S'tSTEiil.
C.

BME:s.;

THE PRO.Jf:CT WILL PROPOS£: A NUJ./8£:11 OF CONSTRUCTION AND POST CONSTRUCTION BMP'S TV

ADDRESS WAII:R QUAI.FTY /SS/JES CREATED BY THE PROPOsED PROJECT. THESii: /.IE:A5iUP.£S WILL 8£
ADDII£SSE1J IN THE PROJEC'rS SWPPP No/D IWLR OUAI.JTY TECHNICJit R£PQrff.

TOPOGRAPHIC INFORMATION:

I.
li
I (-----·-----7t L______. .~
..........-'----~--···-...,

:

I
~-

\

'\

;j

I
\

r--··---_:_-.,.--····------~1 '

PROPOSED SITE PLAN
SCALE: I"

= 10'
PREPARED BY:
tw.tE:
I EPPERT fNGl!!fERING CORPORAIJON
ADDRESS: 5190 GOVERNQR DRIVE SUITE 205

SAN

DIEGO Cl. 92122

PHONE #:1858) 597-2001

PROJECT ADDRESS:
825 SANTA BARB/& NeE
SAN QIEGO CA 92109
10

10

0

1!0

r= 1o'

.. "

SA.tfTA BA.'IRARA PLACE RES!!)ENCES

Oli/111/1•

''
\

PROJECT NAME:

I"

0'1/14.

"""''
,.,.

c;)/Ol/14.

...

.."'"".,

11!16EOI'!IItHIIO~I£1Ttl~l$
lt!'ttmiPOSEC(»C)~TI..£1'1ei~TS

tl:'t1SIXI"IDFNT~11£'TTFJI~B

........

.

REV~~N

11:,_ _ _ _ _ __

REVISION 1 0 · ' - - - - - - REVISION
!lEV~ION
REVISION
REVIS~Iol
REVISION
REVISION
!lEVISION

9: - - - - - - B: - - - - - - -

1: - - - - - - 6: - - - - - - 5< - - - - - - -

4: _ _,ooi!!.LI't.,3u:/-"14.__ _
3: _ _,06&<./05""-'/-"14.__ _

REVISION 2: -......104~&12<1BIL/-"1+"--REVIS~N

1: _ _...03.,1'-'1'"2/'-'1-"-4--

ORIGIN"~. D~TE:

_ _.O,.J/'-'0"'4._/.c:14,__

SHEET TITLE:

~CP£11CQIIILL"1El'Cict£<:k~TS

""""''"'

REVISION 14-.·- - - - - REVISION 13·-.·- - - - - - REVISION 12::_ _ _ _ _ __

,._

sEcnoN "' now THROUGH PLANTER

GRADING AND IMPRO\If¥ENJ PLAN

ADJACENT TO LANDSCAPED AREA
PB 22.02-01.14

PREPARATION AND

SHEET NO. 15 of 16

NO SCI.l.E

NAD 83: I 852-6254

NAD 2 7: 220-1689

P.T.S. NO. 367595

1.0. NO. 24004495

ATTACHMENT 14
PLANT LEGEND

(SUCH AS usn

LONG TERM MAiNTENANCE RESPONSffiiT.JTY

sn.A\\'BEllY :rrn
GOU>ldED~nEE

20'1.20'
CJ.APE ldl'P.tu:
tr.'20'
N£V.l 2:E.Al.AND ~!AS ntEE :20':1! '
CJ.RflUNACBEU.t'
1S"'1'

8

BE MAINTAINED BY IHEHOA_ LANDSCAPE AS SHOWN WITHIN
TI!EltlGHT-OF-WAY SH..ul..BEM.•JNTAINEDBY'IHEHOA. All
l.M'DSCAPEARE.AS SHALL :BE MAII\'TAINED tN A DISEASE.
WEED. AND UTIERFREE CONDffiON AT All. mfES CONSISTENT
WIIHIHECITYOFSANDIEGOUNDSC..IJ'EREGUlATIONSAND

SMAll CANOP\'JACCD•;T1J.'.EE
S..>dAI.L C:ANOP'VACCD."TTP..EE

2D'I2<'

SMAI.l.CANOPYl ACce."T1P..EE

STANDARDS

~.cANOP17AOC:Eh:JiitEE

S""'-L CAl'OP!'lAOCE>.'T't!EE

~L.fdJREI..FIG

LU'.G£ CANOPY 17.EE 04" BOX.Lm\)

FJCJ5ldlC'ltDCARPA

iI

SW.U.CJU~REE

GC1t.D lal)AU.JOt{n££
lCY."lO'
HEW lEAIAND:lOL.S 1'1\EE l OHS'
CAJtCLINA CBEU.Y
U'i.U'

SYAU. CANOP'\-IBA.aGltO"JND tE:EE

E

~SP.

FOUNiA»i-GRA~
l&X%. OI.A...~

PIM'OSPC::E:UW: SP
ROSA Sl'.

r.OS£S
OOASI'ItOISDJ..o\JtY

~

J' HIGB WJo.l.IJiENCE TO COMPI.EMTh1
THE ARCHITECTURE
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ATTACHMENT 15

Project Name: Santa Barbara Residences
Project No. 361595
ATTACHMENT A
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT- BUILDING PLANS REVIEW

(1) On June 17, 2014, the Mission Beach Precise Planning Board ("MBPPB") met with the
developer and reviewed the building plans for 825 Santa Barbara Place, the former Mission
Beach Elementary School site, currently known as Santa Barbara Residences. The Board
voted to deny the project 7-0-1 .
On December 12, 2013, The Mission Beach School project, both 818 and 825 Santa
Barbara Place, was presented to the Planning Commission as one (1) development. All
considerations and required studies to determine the impact on the Mission Beach community
were to be considered for the entire acreage purchased.
The community and the Board object to the current 825 Santa Barbara Place 6-lot
auditorium and kindergarten parcel being segregated from the entire project by the developer in
order to dilute the project's population-based park requirement and exclude this portion of the
project from the environmental, traffic, and other studies that are required for a project of this
size.
(2) The preliminary building plans submitted to the City for review regarding developing
three (3) 4-plexes along Santa Barbara Place are being located in the area where our
community has been asking for a population-based community park during discussions with the
developers, Senior Planner Lesley Henegar and Howard Greenstein of Park and Recreation for
more than five (5) months. Based on the density of this project, a .35 acre population-based
park requirement was relayed to us as the potential size of the community park. That would
encompass a little more than these six (6) lots along the stretch of land at Santa Barbara Place,
which suits the park design perfectly. The intent of the developer is to remove this site from a
population-based park consideration.
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We also learned from Lesley Henegar that representatives of the City Urban Forestry
Board and Park & Recreation inspected the 50+ year-old Ficus tree at that location. They found
it to be viable and suggested it would be a great "signature tree" for a community park.
Moreover, property owners and residents of the community have a current Petition of
over 500 signatures to put the park at that location and save the tree, which would help reduce
density, traffic, and parking issues. This would be a community park with no parking and the
ability for residents to walk to it and enjoy. Currently, Mission Beach has no park or open green
space for its residents.
The 2.3 acre school site is the last and largest plot of land left in Mission Beach. Once it
is developed, it will be the largest land use change in Mission Beach in 50 years and it will
change the character of the community. A community park is essential to our community for
open space.
We are requesting the Planning Commission to enforce the original proposal to them on
December 12, 2013, and not allow the fragmentation of the land deeded to the deve~opers in
one (1) deed. It is a "matter of right" that this entire project be scrutinized for its impact on our
community. All this land is zoned the same- MBPD-R-S, residential. There is nothing different
about this 825 Santa Barbara south portion of the school property from the 818 Santa Barbara
school property on the north.
(3) Our Board objects to the triple-quad-plex development in that it is inconsistent with the
"character'' of the community. This was a concern of the City in its First Assessment Letter
citing page 21 of the Mission Beach Precise Plan, which states "Lot consolidations should be
limited at some point if the existing character of the community is to be preserved. "
Indeed, Mission Beach has few lot consolidations. This project puts three (3) lot
consolidations together with four (4) units in each. In addition, the overwhelming bulk of this
mega-plex design is made worse by the fact that every building is connected to each other with
a six (6) foot fence, which is not allowed per our Planned District Ordinance ePDO"} discussed
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below. There are alternatives to this type of development that better reflect the fabric of the
community of Mission Beach.
(4) Buildings are over 30 feet. Pursuant to the PDQ, grade is "existing grade or proposed
grade, whichever is lower." Grade has been elevated to six (6) feet. Existing grade is the
average of the four (4) corners of the construction lot. Accordingly, Building 1's existing grade
on Santa Barbara Place is 5 feet 5 inches (5.42 feet) and existing grade on the alley is 5.30 feet.
Therefore, grade for construction is 5.36 feet for determining the 30-foot height limitation.
Please adjust all three (3) buildings accordingly to reflect proper height.
(5) Per Section 1513.0304(c)(3)(B)(iv) of the PDO, an interior yard setback must be the
greater of the 6 feet or 10 percent of the lot width. This measurement has always been
measured by a lot's frontage. Per Plan Sheet 13, this would be 72.14 feet resulting in a
required interior yard setback of 7.21 feet.
(6) The balcony roof extension encroaches into the required front yard setback on Building I.
Please remove. Front yard eaves, as applied in our PDO, apply to roofs at the top of buildings
not for tops of porches and lower points that encroach into the view corridor.
(7) All trees in the front yards must be placed at a distance of 4 to 5 feet from the buildings.
(8) The City's Assessment Letter for this project states, "Remove the trash areas and any
structure greater than .3 feet from the required side yards." Per the latest plan drawings, the
trash areas have not been removed.
(9) Remove the 6-foot fencing and gates along the front of the buildings that cross the
required interior yards and attach to the adjoining buildings. Our PDQ specifically sets forth
allowable encroachments into interior yards [See: Section1513.0304 {d)]. One of the basic
tenets upon which our PDO is created is to allow for unimpeded air flow between dwellings.
(10) Roof eaves on Building 3 encroach into the interior yard more than the allowable
6 inches. Please reduce.
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(11) Mission Beach allows parking along the south side of the Places on the Bay side. A
recognized problem exists with ingress and egress both from the residences and the vehicles
parked parallel to the property. The City has recognized this problem. Where, as here, multiple
lots along the south side of a Place are constructed at the same time, the City has requested a
walkway buffer- not a full sidewalk but about 24 to 30 inches - be created to remedy this
problem. A good example of this is at the 800 block of San Gabriel Place in Mission Beach.

Ill/
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Project Name: Santa Barbara Residences
Project No. 361595
ATTACHMENT B

Vesting Tentative Map Issue

The Board has considered the request for vesting the tentative map and voted against it
7-1-0. Vesting should not be allowed until final building plans are issued. Also, by the strongest
"matter of right", this parcel is part oHhe entire Mission Beach School site. Vesting should take
place for the entire property acquired at one time, not incrementally as is trying to be done here.

Ill/
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City of San Diego
Development Services
1222 First Ave., MS-302
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 446-5000

Ownership Disclosure
Statement

Approval Type: Check appropriate box for type of approval (s) requested:

r

D

cr

Neighborhood Use Permit

!X. coastal Development Permit

c

Neighborhood Development Permit D Site Development Permit
Planned Development Permit
Conditional i,JSEl Permit
cvariance CTentative Map IX' Vesting Tentative Map nMap Waiver
Land Use Plan Amendment • lR Other illlSSIOn beach pdp
Project No. For City Use Only

Project Title

.vr-s1)

Santa Barbara Place Residences
Project Address:

825 Santa Barbara Place

~~~~~:~~:~~~~~~::~~~:~:::~~~::~:~~~:~=~~:::~~:~P~Ie•ase
list
the owner(s) and tenant(s) (if applicable) of the above referenced property. The list must include the names and addresses of all persons
an interest in the property, recorded -or otherwise, and state the type of property interest (e.g., tenants who will benefit from the permit, all
who own the property). A signature is reguired of at least one of the property owners. Attach additional pages if needed. A signature
the Assistant Executive Director of the San Diego Redevelopment Agency shall be required for all project parcels for which a Disposition and
Development Agreement (DDA) has been approved I executed by the City Council. Note: The applicant is responsible for notifying the Project
Manager of any changes in ownership during the time the application is being processed or considered. Changes in ownership are to be given to
the Project Manager at least thirty days prior to any public hearing on the subject property. Failure to provide accurate and current ownership
information could result in a delay in the hearing process.

Name of Individual (type or pnnt):
nowner

QTenant/Lessee

n

Redevelopment Agency

n

Owner

r

D Tenant/Lessee

Street Address:

Street Address:

City/State/Zip:

City/State/Zip:

Redevelopment Agency

Phone No:

Fax No:

Phone No:

Fax No:

Signature:

Date:

Signature:

Date:

Name of Individual (type or print):
DOwner

L;'Tenant/Lessee

Name of Individual (type or print):

QRedevelopment Agency

DOwner

nrenant/Lessee

Street Address:

Street Address:

City/State/Zip:

City/State/Zip:

c

Redevelopment Agency

Phone No:

Fax No:

Phone No:

Fax No:

Signature:

Date:

Signature:

Date:

Pnnted on recycled paper. Visit our web site at www.sandiego.gov/development-services
Upon request, this information is available in alternative formats for persons with disabilities.
DS-318 (5-05)
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Legal Status (please check):
Dcorporation

I

I& Limited Liability -or- I, General)

What

State?~ Corporate Identification No. _ _ _ _ __

Partnership

By signing the Ownership Disclosure Statement. the owner(s) acknowledge that an application for a permit. map or other matter.
as identified above. will be filed with the City of San Diego on the subject property with the intent to record an encumbrance against
the property .. Please list below the names, titles and addresses of all persons who have an interest in the property, recorded or
otherwise, and state the type of property interest (e.g., tenants who will benefit from the permit, all corporate officers, and all partners
in a partnership who own the property). A signature is required of at least one of the corporate officers or partners who own the
property. Attach additional pages if needed. Note: The applicant is responsible for notifying the Project Manager of any changes in
ownership during the time the application is being processed or considered. Changes in ownership are to be given to the Project
Manager at least thirty days prior to any public hearing on the subject property. Failure to rov· e accurate and current ownership
_'Yes ~
information could result in a delay in the hearing process. Additional pages attached
Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print):

Santa Barbara Place Owner MB91
[gjOwner

n Tenant/Lessee

Corporate/Partnership Na e (type or print):

L\...lDOwner

~Tenant/Lessee

Street Address:
City/State/Zip:

Fax No:

Phone No:

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print):
Title (type or print):
Date:

Signature:

Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print):
nowner

li Owner

[J Tenant/Lessee

Street Address:

Street Address:

City/State/Zip:

City/State/Zip:

Fax No:

Phone No:

C Tenant/Lessee

Phone No:

Fax No:

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print):

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print):

Title (type or print):

Title (type or print):
Date:

Signature:

Corporate/Partnership Name {type or pnnt):

C Owner

n

Tenant/Lessee

Corporate/Partnership Name (type or print):
nowner

Street Address:

Street Address:

City/State/Zip:

City/State/Zip:

Phone No:

Fax No:

Date:

Signature:

r

Phone No:

Tenant/Lessee

Fax No:

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or pnnt):

Name of Corporate Officer/Partner (type or print):

Title (type or print):

Title (type or print):

Signature:

Date:

Signature:

Date:
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WRITTEN CONSENT ANJ) AUTilORIZATlO.N
OF THE .F.XECIJTIVE COMMITTEE OF

M:B9 HOLDINGS, LLC
The undersigned, being the members of the Executive Committee ofMB9 HOLDINGS,
LLC, a Delaware li~ited liability company (the "Companv''), which in tutn is the sole equity
member of MB9 0
R, Ll.C, a Delaware fimiied Hahilify company ("Owner"), and SANTA
BA.RBARA PLAC . OWNER MB9, LLC, a Delaware litnitcd liability company (''nwnerJl""'),
hereby waive notic~ of the time, place and pU!'flOi>'e of a special meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Crompany and hereby consent to and adopt the tbllowing resolutions (the
"R.s:sol!!tions"), witb)the same force and effect as if sttch Resolutions had been duly adopted at a
meeting of the Execqtivc Committee oftbe Company duly callecl ~md held.
The undersi~lcd also hereby certify as fo!!mvs:
!

1.
Kashif Z. Sheikh, Marcus L. Scroggins and Chris McKellar are the membets of
the Executive Comuiittee of the Company, and no other consents or authorizations are required
in connection \Vith the attached Resolutions.

2,
The (~ompany is the sole equity member of OW11er a11d Owner II, and no other
consents or authorizations are l'equired in connection with the Resolutions.

The undersig1ied hereby cer!i(y, acknowledge and agree that the actions authorized in the
Resolutions arc app14optiate fur the C{)llduct of the business of Owner and Owner n and in
furtherance oflhe pUilpost~.s of Owner, Owner l1 and the Company.

[Signatures Begin on Next Page]
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:

""·~"

Executed by the undct·sigaed on Januury~'j, 2014.

CHRIS MCKELlAR

(End of Signattu·es]

fS~gnamre
;

Page to Written Consent and Authorization]
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Executed by the undersigned on January ,_.J 2014.

EXECUTIVE CO:tviMITTEE:

KASHIF Z. SHEIKH

CHRIS MCKELLAR

[End of Signatures]

[Signature Page to Written Consent and Authorization] .
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RESOLUTIONS
OF THE EXEC..'IJTIVE COMMITTEE OF

MB9 HOLDlNGS} LLC
Dated as of January--> 2014
RESOLVED, that the ofticers of the Owner listed in Schedule I to tl1at cettain Limited

Liability Company Agreement of the Owner dated October 23. 20 l3 (as may be amended from
time to time, the "Ownet' Agreement') cominue to be officers of the Owner and hold the duties
set forth in the Owner Agreement and that the officers of the Owner IT listed in Schedule I to that
certain Limited Liability Company Agreement oftbe Owner II dated January~· 2014 (as may
be amended fi·om time to time, the "Owner II Agreement'') continue to be officers of the Owner
II and hold the duties set forth in tbe Owner IT Agreement.
RESOLVED FURT.II:mR, that the individual listed below he, and he herehy is, elected
as an administrative officer of Owner and Owner II to the office set forth opposite his name, to
serve in suclt capacity until the earlier of his resignation or removal, m· until his successor is
elected and qualified by the Company (each, an "Administrative Officer'):

NAME
Chl'is McKellar

OFFICE
Administrative Vice President

RESOLVED FURTHER, thatthe Administrative Officer of Owner and Owner U shall
sen'e at the discretion of the Company, and more specifically, shall have the rights and
responsibilities specifically designated by the "Administrative Member" pursuant to Section 7.03
ofthat certain Limited Liability Company Agl'eement of the Company dated October 18, 2013
(the "Comparry Operating Agreement'1, as any such rights and responsibilities may be limited
by, or subject to, any voting, consent or approval requirements set forth therein (the
"Administrative Member Duties"). In no event wil1 any Adrninistr.ative Officer act outside of the
scope ofHJe Adlhinistt'ative Member Duties .

.RESOlNED FURTHER, that the Administrative Officer be, and is hereby, authari.zed

and directed on behalf of Owner and Owner n to enter into, execute and deliver certain project
documents (the "Project Documents'') as more particularly set fmth on Schedule I attached
hereto, subject to all conditions and limitations set forth on Schedule I, in connection with tl1e
demolition and subsequent construction and developme~1t of an approximately 88,000 square

foot residential project located at the former Mission Beach elementary school site in San Diego,
Califbrnia (the "Project"), and any amendments or supplements thereto, and assignment,; or
terminations thereof, or other docmnents, related agreements, certificates and other instruments
evidencing or supporting the same, in ea.ch case, su~ject to aU conditions and limitations set forth
on Schedule J, each suc.h Project Document to be upon such terms, conditions and provisions as
have been reviewed and approved by the Administrative Member's legal group and to do any
and all things reasonably necessary, desirable or appmpriate to carry out fully and cxpeditim1sly
any of the Administrative Mernber Duties, subject to the terms of the Comp<my Operating
Agreement.
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RESOLVED FURTHER, that the Administrative Officer of Owner and Owner II shall
not have the power to take (i) any action described in Section 7.01 (a) ofthe Company Operating
Agreement Ol' tlmt is deemed to be a "Maio!' Decision" (as defined in the Company Operating
Agreement) without the prior written appt'oval of the Executive Committee (as defined in and in
accordance with the Company Operating Agreement), which approval may he transmitted by email~ provided, however that, the written approval of one of the members of the Executive
Committee appointed by Westbrook (as defined in tlte Company Operating Agreement) shall be
deemed the approval of all the members ofthe Executive Committee appointed by Westbrook or
(H) any action referenced in Section 7.0I(g) of the Company Operating Agreement without tile
pl'ior written approval of the members ofthe Company.
Rll'.SOLVED FURTHER, that notwithstanding the foregoing. any determinations with
regard to the acts or omissions of the Administrative Otlicer pursuant to this Resolution,
including determinations as to whether the Administrative Member has acted outside the scope
of this Resolution m· the Administrative Member Duties, and the exercise of all rights and
remt,dies avaHable to Westbrook pursuant to the Company Operating Agreement or otl1erwise
shalt be made by Westbrook, acting through the members of the Executive Committee of the
Company appointed by Westbrook

ll.ESOVED FURTH.ER, thatthese Resolutions shall not be construed as the .approval (as
a Majol' Decision or otherwise) of any action hy the Administrative Officer, except as expressly
set forth above, that would J'eqttire the approval ofthe Executive Committee or Westbrook under
the Company Operating Agreement or that Would violate the terms of the Company Operating
Company (including, without limitation, Section 7.0 l (g)).
Rll~SOLVED FtJRTIIER, that each of the authorizations resulting fi·om the preceding
Resolutions shall cease automatically upon such individual's termination of employment with
the Company, Owner, Owner II, the Administrative .Member or any affiliate of the Company;
Owner; Owner II or the Administrative Member.

RESOVED Flm.THER, any actions previously taken by o1· on behalf of the Company
that are within the authority conferl'ed in the foregoing Resolutions be, and they hereby are,
ratific~d. approved and adopted in all respects.
[End]
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SCHEDULE I
PROJECT DOCUMENTS
All of the below listed Project Documents shall comply with tile tollowing: (a) must not
constitute any action which is or is deemed to be a Mtljor Decision (as defined in the Company
Operating Agreement), (b) must not constitute any acti<m refetenced in Section 7.0J(a) or
7.0I(g) of the Compat1y Operating Agreement, (c) must not constitute any action that is
pwhibited by OJ' undel' the Development Management Ag~-eement executed by Owner, Owner II,
1-1MJ Mission Beach, L.P. 1 as admittistnrn,ve member, and McKellar McGowan LLC, as
development managet', dated as of October 18, 2013 (the "DMA"), (d) must constitute an action
in accordance with the Operating Plan (as defined in the Company Operating Agreement and
DMA), and {e) must constitute an expenditure permitted by the Budget (as defined in the
Company Opet'ating Agreement and DMA), the value of which is less than $25,000, unless
otherwise set forth below.
l, State, County and City filings and documentation related to the entitlements. demolltio11
and development of the Project
2. Storm Wilter permit applications
3. County and DOT bonding and pennitting forms
4. Demolition/construction inspection applicatjons
5. Utility easement agreements and other public/municipal easement documents
6. Bond extension and reduction tbrms
7. Change orders for firms witll existing contracts, provided the amount of such change
order is within the ranges established in the Operating Plan and is not in excess of the
amount set forth in the Budget tor such expenditure or line item by more than 10% of the
line item or 5% ofthe Budget, whichever is less.
8. Service ag1'eeme11ts and maintenance contracts (including landscaping, street cleaning,
tt·ash !'emqval), ptovide.d such agreement'> are contemplated in Ute Budget and not Mqjor
Decisions under Section 7.0 l (a)(viii) of the Company Operating Agl'eeme.nt.
9. Pel'mit applications (including building, encroachment, set back)
I0. Flow test request forms for water or sewer capacity
II. Utility service letter request
12. Utility service and temporary service applications
.!3. Water metee requests
14. Construction water meter requests

15. All required work, change orders and contmcts needed for immediate action to protect
health and safety of contractors and the public as well protecti11g the prope1·ty from
damage in the even! of an emergency or severe weather event
Any and nll executed Project Documents shall be provided to the Managing Member
within seven (7) business days after execution thereof by the Administrative Officer.
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